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As a startling new departure
from our normal format we
Include In our Ratchet Jaw
spot this month a guest
appearance. In a piece of
vitriolic diatribe, which we
unassuming types on
Breaker are Incapable of,
none other than millionaire
recluse Justln V
Gnomebraln 111 dips his quill
In the bloodstream of a
menial to bring you this
message from his
mountalntop hideaway In
Neasden ...

Over the past few weeks a
number of disgusting
allegations about the noble art
of CB have been made by the
media which I feel it is my duty
to dispel.

As you know, it has not been
my desire to seek fame or
notoriety - in fact quite the
reverse - and I have
therefore previously remained
silent on many occasions
when the need to speak out
has been strongest. But now
the situation calls for
desperate action.

In a bout of midsumlTler
frivolity, a few high-spirited
chappies have recently taken
to disporting themselves on
the streets of this green and
pleasant land, also in shop
windows. Ongoing conflict
situations with the forces of
law and order have been the
inevitable result, and the gutter
press have seized upon all this
in order to sensationalise
sensitive issues and make
editorial capital in the
circulation war.

Christening these high jinks
'riots' was the first slep on the
downward spiral; a classic
piece of misnomer, of which
any politician could rightfully
be proud. After that a whole
new world of journalistic
opportunism opened,
particularly with regard 10 the
cause of these so-called riots.
Worst offenders here were
probably the Sunday
supplements, who are much
given to unintelligent
speculation on matters they
don't understand as a
commonplace filler. Four·page
'specials on toad-sexing,
teach yourself puberty and
similar have been the norm for
years, and the advent of the
riots has given the hacks a
new target upon which to focus
their poorly·served guns. After
months and months of writing
about Brian's operalion for
ingrown toenails, or Lady Di's
mishap with the breakfast
cornflakes, and other pieces of
world-shaking news, the street
fighting must have been
greeted with the kind of
Bacchanalian celebration
normally reserved for Bernard
Levin's birthday.

BREAKER

The'big question of the
moment, of course, was the
cause of the problem. We all
knew there was a problem,
and for as long as the TV
cameras managed to bring
back graphic scenes of
devastation there was little the
papers could do to compete,
save speculate on the root
cause.

Their initial flagship - racial
tension - went down like the
Titanic on its maiden voyage,
leaving them with some blank
options. Organised rioting, in
protest against unemployment
was next up, but despite all
attempts at digging up the truth
behind the rumour (save, of
course, the Spectre of
chequebook journalism) no
agents provocateurs, no Grey
Cardinals, no Darnleys of any
sort emerged from behind the
boarded·up shop windows. In
the end, because of a marked
lack of success in turning up
the truth, simple 'yobboism'
was eventually accorded the
Gold Star for Blame.

Somehow it never ranQ true,
and it's easy to see why; It
wasn't.

With the Warrington
by·election approaching
rapidly, the young people of
Britain took to the streets in a
vain attempt to stem the rising
tide of apathy, as personified
by Way and Co, and put into
the seat of Government the
real candidate of the people
lan Leslie.

An oversight at the printers
meant that the double crown
posters announcing the truth
to astartled and breathless
world were unavoidably
detained in a siding near
Crewe and a great opportunity
was lost forever. History .
records that Woy didn't make it
either, but it was very close.

Now Croydon North·West
beckons, and the CB
candidate (whoever it turns out
to be) goes forth to do bailie
with Shirl herself. Question this
time is whether the hacks will
make the connection. The TV
stations, and the ubiquitous Mr
Anderton (Chief Conslable
and part·time Festival of Light
member) nearly made it this
time, pointing to the use of CB
radio by the rioters as
evidence.

They failed to obtain any
proof of this allegation, and
amused themselves by talking
of 'hooded motor-cyclists' and
'professional agitators' using
'CB'. It's a sad fact that no
ordinary breakers in the
afflicted areas managed to
pick up any of the riot
transmissions on an
overcrowded and
publicly·accessible facility,
otherwise we are sure that the
riots would have been

better-attended. Perhaps the
rioters have been reading Wt
C·r, and think that CB
operates on 29MHz. Perhaps
they had more sense than the
police and the telly journalists
gave them cred.lt for, and were
using a much more private
VHF frequency. Or maybe
they used cocoa tins and
string ...

Justln V Gnomebraln III
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copies on a rig in 3/4 years, their
phone bill (including rental, call

So. Youwantlomakeapoint? plus VAT) would more than
You want to write us a letter? cover the cost of a good rig and couple of notches the other day
Easy, justscribbleona bit of all the accessories you could after reading in the Radio Times:
paper and send it in lathe possibly want. 'Are Citizens' Band radio freaks the past. An old person could
address at the front of the Electric Warrior jnterferin~ with your TV picture?' have a CB set in his or her
magazine. Dunstab/e Apparent y the Beeb aren't house and they would then no

Butrememberthatwewon't aware that CB enthusiasts are longer be aloof from the younger
publish letters unless you put (You're on the right lines.) normal (well, almost) people generation and in an emergency
your name and address on who enjoy a harmless and often they would be able to summon
them. We won't, for obvious Fortification helpful hobby, and who haven't help. This is just one possibility,
reasons, print your address, got two heads, four arms, or any there are countless others.
butwedo need it in the first Dear Breaker, other odd number of I thank you for giving me the
instance. Otherwise, it's the I believe that within the first year appendages for that matter. chance to express my views and
bin. Very sorry indeed, but of legalisation, many breakers Will the Beeb still be calling I look forward to the result of the
there it is. Or, in somecases, will be sick of the 40 over CBers 'freaks' when CB is made survey.
isn't. crowded channels legal in the Autumn? I think not. Desmond Whittle

(27.601-27.991) and will be Yours angrily, Walton-on- Thames

Good thing
shouting for more. All these new Glass Rat Surrey
FM rigs look great, but they are Wakefie/d (You'll have to wait until next

Dear Breaker, still forty straight channels. WYorks month for the Airwaves club
I am in full agreement with the Maybe if HMG gave us more

(You wait 'till see Sue listing but the survey results are
than 40 channels and SSB forlegalisation of a workable
DXing, more breakers would Lawley . . .) in this issue. It's your day, isn't

Citizens Band/Open Channel it?)
facility, but do we have to put up chany,e over.
with all the businessmen who The ackal A solid citizen
think they are on to a good Hartlepool Satisfied customer
thing? Cleve/and Dear Breaker,
I have purchased all 01 the

Dear Breaker, I'd very much like to get away
copies of Breaker because I also (Sideband fortifies the over Just a short note to say thanks from the macho/trucker/
like Custom Car but please don't forties . ..) for bringing out such a great breaker/biker image - all this
become another of the 'We don't

mcrn (more praise). stetson and CB caps will not do
care a toss about CB but it looks Question time

ntil a week ago I had never the movement any nOOd in the
like we're on to a good thing'

heard of CB, and then a good eyes of Mr Joe Pub ic and will
buddie of mine came down with

magazines. Dear Breaker, one. I finally got round to asking
turn away many people (older

TrapperJ I am writing to ask a favour.l and/or mature) like myself who
Ironville have got a WKS Electronic 100,

for a copy (after a few drinks I consider themselves solid, but
Nottinghamshire and I need an RF gain chip. I've

might add) and we had a good not stolid citizens.
chat for about half an hour.

tried every shop in the area and We then copied another
The Gadlly

(He wanted a plug for his disco, they say I've got to send to the Wythenshawe
Street Life, but wouldn't that be manufacturer but I don't know

breaker who asked if we would Manchester
jumping on the band wagon? the address. Where can I get

like an eye ball and it turned out
10 be great fun. So. thanks

Businesses will inevitably try to hold of a WKS workshop breakers for making CB such Stirrerscash in but we don't have to buy, handbook? fun and a special thanks to
do we?) Spacehound Razamataz from Red City Dear Breaker,

Blackpool (Warrington) for letting me use In Bournemouth and Poole, we

Major contribution Lanes his riQ and another thanks to you are all doing our bit for the
for brmging out such a good Legalisation of AM Citizen Band

Dear Breaker, (Get your little black books out.) mag. Radio; ie convoys, marches.
I would like to thank my fellow Soul Sister of the Cemetery The only problem is that we
breakers for the help I received Jolly angry Chorley have never had any publicity,
fOllOWi~ a high speed blow-out because of breakers relying on
on the 56. Dear Sir, (Another innocent young thing other breakers to inform the

When mt car came to rest I Someone from Link House has corrupted by this evil . press and mags.
was eyeba led by a trucker, kindly sent a copy of Breaker for menace .. .) So I will take it on my own
Black Shadow, who enquired our interest. I do not wish to shoulders to let you know that
after my health and allowed me appear rude but the whole down in sunny Bournemouth we
to manoeuvre onto the hard magazine tone is about the Name dropping

are 100% AM 27MHz users and
shoulder. worst I have ever experienced proud of it.

He and another trucker, and those awful pictures of Dear Breaker, Mean Shark
Jetranger, Chan%ed my wheel mutilated faces is enough to put I would appreciate it very much if Bournemouth
for me while Tre le Seven me off my food. I must live in a you would print this letter and let
supplied me with hot sweet tea. completely different world if this the readers know I OSL 100%. (Mean Shark told us about a
My sincerest thanks to all these sort of thing is considered the Charlie Delta 299 convoy they organised but didn't
breakers and to the two smokies norm. I am indeed surprised that The Grove give us enough warning for a
who ignored my chatterin~ Link House would associate Ruchbrook preview. Hope it went well,
chicken box, for all the he p they themselves with such a Co Cork though. And if anyone is
~aveme. publication. Ireland organising a demo or rally, drop

tatusQuo Managing Director us a line well in advance if you
Chester Motion Electronics Ltd Club call

want publicity and then let us

Maidstone know how it went and send in a
PS / believe CB is a mtfe0r Kent Dear Breaker,

pholo.)
contribution to road sa ety I have taken part in your survey

(Hmm. Perhaps this person has with great interest. I am nol yet a Junior talker
Phone facts been living on a different CB user or member of a CB

planet . ..) club, and would be obliged to Dear Breaker,
Dear Breaker, know if a club exists in my area. In your May issue, one of our
In response to J Ashley's letter Freak of the week I feel that the authorities view good buddies complained about
in 'Breaker No 6', I would jusl CB as a direct threat to the GPO kids using the airway. I thought
like to say 'what a load of Dear Breaker, monopoly, which is not a bad channel 7 was the junior breaker
rubbish'. First of all, thanks for the thing as the GPO have had channel. Can we not encourage

What's all this 3/4 year's superbo-brill mag - best I've things their way for too long. this?
telephone rental? If 'old ladies' read yet. Technology and better CB The Metro Man
were to have as many chats on But to business: my opinion of sets al a reasonable price could Atworth
the phone as they could have the Beeb dropped yet another see the telephone as a thing of Wiltshire

BREAKER 7
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US rescue
Dear Breaker>
Thanks for a great mag. Breaker
is certainly the best. OK, enough
nice words, now to the point.

I recently found myself in
America on holiday and guess
what? I got me a rig! It is a nice 3
channel, 3 watt handset, with a
rubber duck flexible aerial and
cost 39 dollars.

Travelling on a Greyhound
bus from Vermont 10 New York
we saw a car go over the edge
of the road and down the side.
Three of us !;Jot to the car to'find
that the guy Inside was alright,
but couldn't get his door open.
While the two other guys sorted
their problem out, I switched on
my handset.

As I could only do channels
14,19& 11 I went 10 19 and put
out a 10-33 call. A trucker
copied me, and after I had given
him the details he went to get
help. The fire brigade were there
within a few minutes, arriving
just before it exploded, but the
guy inside the car would have
fried if someone had had to go
find a telephone. Need I say
more?
Skyrider
Malvern
Worcestershire

Lust
Dear Breaker,
Breaker is very good but I must
·say one thing though. Let's have
some males on the middle
pages to brighten up some
women's eyes! Including mine!
Bra Buster
Selby
North Yorks

(In the PS she says she's 16.
And I've got the address. Tee
hee. Now you know why we ask
you to include them.) ~

Tartan Terror
Dear Breaker,
I have put pen and paper
together to complain. I have
been breaking now for about six
months and I'm really fed up. At
first when I set my rig up and
went on the air I would get a
copy straight away, but now,
with all the new breakers on the
air, I have to actually shout for
ages to get one.

It's really sickening. Just
because I've got a Scots accent
nobody wants to know, except
the breakers I copied when I
started, which are all good
buddies of mine.

I really think something should
be done nationwide. All
breakers are one of a kind, so
why not treat them that way. I
would really like to see and hear
a United Kingdom again.
Tartan Terror
Aldershot
Hampshire

(Maybe your handle is scaring
them off. If you don't mind me
saying so.)

Heirloom
Dear Breaker,
There seems to be a lot of folk
out there who are interested in
obtaining a copy of the first
Breaker. I've got one. I even
have the sticker, but I don't want
to sell it or swap it. Happen I'll
pass it on to the lad when he
comes of age.
Badger Bob
Hull
East Yorkshire

(Someday, son, aff this will be
yours . ..)

Sweet dreams
Dear Breaker,
Being a breaker is a way of life,
to me and by being a breaker,
we all become part of an elusive
club. But why so elusive?

Let the people of our land
know we're there, not just with
demos, but car stickers, badges,
radio requests (BBC) and
anything else that gives us a
'plug'.
The Dreamer
Chatham
Kent

(Whydidn 'tyougiveusyour full
name?)

Then again
Dear Breaker,
(Startsnicely,butthen . .. )
But Ihope you will shortly either
be out of business or restricted
to a small and diminishing
clientele. Because I believe in
CB.

It is precisely your type of
magazine which is determined
to snatch defeat from the jaws of
victory. Giving all those
opponents of CB ready-made
material with which to counter
the many positive aspects of
CB.

I shall look for a CB magazine
just as informative as Breaker
whose editor and staff truly have
the long term interest of CB in
their hearts not their wallets. I
expect to find their
advertisements geared to a
protected market of six million
users, who will be in business
long after the band wagon has
crushed the fellow travellers.
John Loveridge
London

(Just what material we are
giving to the opponents of CB
I'm not sure. I think you're
talking about our coverage of
AM - the reason there is more
AM in the mag is that FM is still
very young so AM is still in the
majority but once it's legal . ..)

Ace card
Dear Breaker,
Just want to say a big thank you
for printing my letter and QSL .
card in Breaker issue No 7. Thel

.response I have had has been
truly amazing, with cards

coming from as far away as
Lands End to the Orkney
Islands.

I received a very nice card
from a London Breaker called
Cockney Kid who is only 12
years old. It's great to see
OSLing appealing to the
youngsters.
White Knight
Stough

(One satisfied customer. Next
please.)

Unsatisfied customer
Dear Breaker,
The frequencies which have
been allocated are not
compatible with any of those
now used by an country with a
27MHz CB service. This means
that we will be operatin~ a
completely unique service, and
breakers will be unable to
modulate abroad when on
holiday or on business.

Although transmitter output
power of four watts is allowed,
antennas are to be restricted to
a maximum height of fifty-nine
inches, with no loading coils.

These proposals seem to be a
deliberate attempt by the Home
Office to create a unique and
inferior CB service in this
country. If these proposals are
adopted they will provide us with
a CB service which is less
satisfactory, less efficient and
less enjoyable than any 27MHz
service anywhere else in the
world.
Colin Woodcock
Hexham
Northumberland

(I know, you know it, but
.meanwhile legal FM comes ever
closer. .. )

Old Thunderer
Dear Breaker,
I'm worried at the way British CB
talk has became a carbon copy
of the US version.

English accents sound
strange running off Texas jargon
and maybe we should try to
establish an identity of our own.
To start this movement off, I
would like to suggest using
'FAB' (from the very British
Thunderbirds series) in place of
'Roger the Dodger'.
Jolly Green Giant
London

(A good point, but I think we
should refer it to a higher
authority. Over to you Mr
Tracy. . .)

Stick it
Dear Breaker,
If the Minister thinks that the
average breaker is going to
spend £50-£70 on a highly
sophisticated FM rig and then
stick a highly unsophisticated bit
of wire on the output he's got
another think coming.

I expect that most FM
breakers will ignore the rules
and use DV28's and Firestiks.
Whatever happens later this
year I will be using a 3f4 wave
dipole for my base station.
Melal Mickey
Alton
Hants

(Good luck.)

Happy memories
Hello Breaker,
I would just like to express my
opinion on the FM angle. I for
one just want legal channels to
use. I'm tired of trying 10 kid
myself the GPO have not
noticed the Duster on the roof or
the Moonraker on the wife's
motor. I give in.

Still, I will be able to show the
kids the QSL card and have a
smile to myse.lf about the good
old days. Roll on FM.
Ajax
Wolverhampton
West Midlands

(I suspect a lot feel like you.)

Holiday story
Dear Breaker,
I have recently returned from
Minneapolis in the United
States. Whilst there I copied
several UK breakers with the
kind assistance of my friend
'Bolt Buster' (Steve Robe) who,
apart from being a keen CBer, is
also a radio ham.

Steve has a room full of
fantastic radio equipment and a
65 foot mast outside the house,
with an array of aerials that
enable him to reach the far
corners of the world.
Double Diamon.d
SI Neots
Cambs

(This letter went on to say that
Bolt Buster thought Breaker
better than anyAmerican CB
mag - but that is just creeping
and we don't print that kind of
thing.)

•

Bolt Buster In
his Mlnneapolls
radio room.
See 'Holiday story'
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'from the Morden Tavern,
Central Road, Morden on
August 22nd and comedian
Bob Todd has agreed to wave
the children off.

Most of the club will be going
too, so it should add up 10 300
people all told . And just to
show that it's not only breakers
who have hearts of gold,
Longleat have agreed 10 let
everyone on the trip in for 25p
a head. Isn't life good
sometimes?

Speech, speech ...
A noise cancelling power mike
from the Florida based company
TEI has been added to the JWR
range of CB goodies. The mike
is designed for any vehicle
where engine or road noise is a
problem and has a built-in
pre-amp to push out Ihe signal.

It can be switched from noise
cancelling to normal power mike
operation. The price is £12.78
plus VAT from JWR at Wolfe
House, Norse Road, Bedford.
Send them a pound and they'll
get a catalogue off to you with
details of their full range.

Lion's share
If you're a good, loyal reader
and rushed out and bought this
issue as soon as it hit the
newstands you're in for a
treat. If you have left it a few
days then you've missed it.
Serves you right, I say. The
Breakers for Breakers Club's
trip to Longleat with 100
deprived children happens
tomorrow. Or yesterday, if
you're a bit slow.

The coaches will be leaving

Two are pretty straightforward
and the third is a bit odd. Let's
do the easy ones first. 'How to
SWR' is a beginner's guide to
tuning your antenna to best suit
your rig. And this really is for
beginners. Each 13 minute side
goes through every stage very
slowly and very clearly, and
there is even a diagram on the
box so you don't get lost. A lot of
it comes over a bit like Blue
Peter, but if you don't know how
to SWR then I think this is a
good way to learn. Much the
same goes for 'How to OX'. It's
all very clear and concise, and
notes give you Q-codes,
phonetic codes and R-S reports.
All good stUff.

The third tape is 'Breaking into
CB'. While anything which tries
to promote the proper use of CB
is a good thing, I find it a bit hard
to take this seriously. It does telt
you how to use the common
1a-codes, how to copy and so
on, but it's the voices that get
me. Norman Wisdom
impersonations, along with John
Cleese and Manuel breaking on
channel 19 are all too much for
me.

Still, if you don't know how to
break then it does tell you how.
You'll find th.em at Channel One,
'17 Golden Cross Parade in
Rochford, Essex.

Calling cards
. Have you noticed a number of
printers are specialising in QSL
cards. Do they know a good deal
or do they know a good deal?

Golden Number Printers are a
Kidderminster firm who are
moving into QSL. You may have
already seen them at meets in
the area. They're offering a fast
personal service at reasonable
prices, so it could be worth
looking them up at 368
Stourbridge Rd, Kidderminster,
Worcs.

breaker.s currently using AM.
Some will drift over to the new
service sooner or later but there
is a hard core who are
determined to stick with it to the
bitter end.

You know that and we know
that, so it's pretty certain that the
authorities will know it too. It's
equally likely that they will try to
do something about shifting their
allegiance. And what better way
than to make the AM service
unusable.

As we go to press there is
much talk about the GPO
jamming the AM channels - or
at least some of them - thus
forcing off the baddies. But the
British are an inventive lot and
sooner or later they will find a
way round it, right? Right. And
sooner, as it happens, because
Sirtel (UK) in Peterborough are
already developing an
anti-jamming device. And they
aren't just working on a hunch
because they claim the Post
Office have already started
jamming some channels in their
area.

The demon little device is still
in the development stage and
mucho secret but our spies tell
us it will retail at around £30 and
a bit.

Also from Sirtel's own
workshops come a power
reducer and a TVI filter, which
are available now, and after
legalisation they will market two
rigs under their own name, the
cheapest running out at less
than £50. Only just less, but less
all the same.

They've also got an enormous
range of antennae and
accessories, some of which are
featured in the photograph. If
you're interested, drop in at 24
Alfric Square, Woodston
Industrial Estate in
Peterborough or ring them on
0733233955.

Getting it taped
You've seen the film, you've
read the book, now listen to the
tapes. Three tapes have been
released to tell the beginner all
about how to get it right on the
airwaves.

Rigs for disabled 
on the cheap ...
CB is all about talking to people.
Keeping in touch. And these
days a lot of people find that
very difficult. The old and the
disabled can become isolated
and when they most need help
there is no one there. Most
breakers already know all about
this and clubs up and down the
country are keeping in touch
with the disabled.

Just to do his bit Les Gay, a
Devon businessman, is offering
a free 40 channel rig to a
deserving case in the Exeter
area. Les, who runs Exeter TV
and CB Service, believes that
the social side of CB has not yet
been fully recognised and is
hoping that his offer of a home
base CB will be taken up by a
blind or otherwise disabled
person ..

'This is the international year
of the disabled,' says Les 'and it
is incredible how lonely disabled
people can be. A CB radio can
bridge that gulf by the flick of a
switch. In the home of a disabled
person it could be a life saver.'

The offer has one condition
attached to it. Whoever gets the
'set must monitor channel 9.
Because of that the ability to
keep calm will be a great asset
in contacting police and
ambulance services. Even the
Devon and Cornwall
constabulary have given
cautious approval to this type of
scheme in, 'recognising the
existence of personal radio
transmitters, and their value in
contacting emergency services'.

As well as the free rig, Les is
offering a 10 per cent discount to
any disabled person buying CB
equipment at his shop. 'It could
end up costing me a bomb,' he
said, 'but it will be worth it.'

Course it is
Just to prove that people are
finally waking up to CB, here's
news of probably the first official
CB course to be held in the UK.

It is being run by Mike Tcoley
at the Brooklands Technical
College. The tutor is CJ Roberts,
the course is called (surprise)
CB radio, and it will last for an
evening a week for eight weeks
covering the basic principles of
radio, antennae, SWA, AM, FM,
8SB and interference.

If you are serious about your
CB and think this course is for
you, then contact Mike Tooley,
Department of Technology,
Brooklands Technical College,
Heath Road, Weybridge,
Surrey. Tel: Weybridge 53300,
ext 215/246.

We're jammin'
When the legal FM system is
introduced, it will be interesting
to see what happens to the
.hundreds of thousands of

BREAKER
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SANTA
POD

SAVE NOW
PAY LATER!
INSTANTANEOUS TICKET
SALES OFFICE NOW OPEN.
YOUR ENQUI RY WI LL SECURE
A TICKET.
CALL 0234 781676 - TODAY!
Coach Operators _ --",,,,,",,,::l,(.~.."" .......

call today tor special bulk ticket arrangements,
Coach parties and large groups are welcome - discounts
available. Large camping and caravanning area - weekend
ticket holders at no extra charge.

Call 01·464 5445 or 0234 781676 with your Barclaycard/Access
number. Collect your discounted advance ticket at the ate.

AUG 23rd/SEPT 13th
FEATURING JET CARS.

FUNNY CARS &
DRAGSTERS

Bring your own car or your
motorbike and test your
skill on the drag strip. Many
famous names make ~pecial

appearances at these events,
testing their cars, so make it
along to the next two dates
and mix it with the Stars.

The start is at 10am.
£1.50 per participating
vehicle plus £1.50 entry
fee per person.

SEPTEMBER
WORLD FINALS
This year's Supersaver

is £10 but must be
purchased before

September 4th.

SUNDAY NIGHT
Disco & Film Show
UNDER COVER!

SATURDAY 29th
Ma"h Rooe Day UGUS 29th/30 3JETS, FUNNY CARS A , th/ 1st
FUNNY CARS y FUNNY CARS INCLUSIVE
::,~n~u~t'~l~inc~asses pcootlcm9 WEEKEND TICKET £9.99
SUNDAY 30th MDNDAY 31st FINAL DAY
Match Racing By Request All inclusive price £5.00
(You make the request -
must be received at Bromley • 8 FUNNY CARS
4 weeks prior to the eventl • AT lEAST 4 PRO FUEL
ALAN OENNIS· DRAGSTERS
HEARIDGE v PAl DOLE • LARGE FIELD OF PRO
in their Pro-Fuel Dragsters COMP
TREVQR y TONY • PAD FUEL MOTORBIKES
YOUNG BODEN • PRO STREET AND FULL
HOUND DOG RAIN CITY SUPPORTING FIELD
Funny Car v WARRIOR
BOth cars have proven runs
of 6.50 seconds!
1st APPEARANCE OF NEW
USA JET DRAGSTERS
MATCH RACING!!'!'!!

WEEKEND TICKET HOLDERS!
(August meeting only)

WIN A FREE TRIP TO THE NHRA
WORLD FINALS IN OCTOBER.

WINNER WILL BE ANNOUNCED
AT SEPTEMBER SANTA POD

WORLD FINALS.
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and then clamp that to the
carrier.

The rig fits into a side panier
with a spare 12V motorcycle
battery for power. Use a locking
type slider plate for the rig so
you can take it with you and stop
some bugger half-inching it.

Fizz Bombfrom the Mermaid
City Breakers' Club uses aHam
International Viking strapped on
top of the petrol tank. Foam
rubber stops vibrations and
scratching. I think he meant the
rig scratching the petrol tank, but
I'm not sure. Anyway, the twig is
a DV27S with SWR of 1.4.

The best bit is that Fizz Bomb
hasnot onlywired up aheadset
forhimself, but hasputajack
plug through the PA so the
pillion can also hear him.

Yogi Bear's rig sits in atank
bag with the controls facing him.
As well as earphones in his
helmet he's got a boom mike
with a self-activating device
fitted so when Yogi wants to
speak, the rig automatically
sends and reverts to hearing
when he finishes. Good, huh?

Then there is 'Deep Six' from
up there in Scotland. He uses a
Superex headset, but found the
speaker in the earpiece blew in
acoupleofweeks. The answer
is to replace the standard four
ohm speaker with an eight ohm
job from an old tranny. The
Horizontal Fitter from Urmston
uses the same trick, but has
taken his handset apart. The
microphone goes inside the
helmet and the key button goes
on the handlebars like another
indicator switch.

Next and best of all comes the
pedal power breakers. Deer
Hunter from the Cromwell City
Breakers' Club and a young
breaker from Warrington both
push rigs from their bikes using
12V motorbike batteries. The
thing is, how do'you hide a rig on
a pedal bike? Answers
please ...

And jf other breakers - or
manufacturers - have any
suggestions, drop us a line.
About time you lot had a say,
isn't it?

VERY STOP PRESS
We left this bit until the last
minute to bring you up to date,
so we'll have to keep it brief.

The Home Office have said
they will accept approved
conversions of AM sets to FM.
More news soon.

We hear that the FM service
introduction will be postponed
from October at teast until
November.

We also hear our European
friends are considering slapping
an injunction 6n HMG to prevent it
comIng in at all. To be confirmed.
confirmed.

The Netherlands have got
their CB service (2 wa«s, 40
channels, FM) - in 10 weeks.
It's taken us 2V2 years so far.

Chain reaction
It looks like we unearthed a
previously ignored group of
breakers when we ran the CB on
bikes feature in Issue No 7.
We've been swamped with,
letters from bikers telling us
about their installations, so we
thought we'd pass on some of
their ideas.

First in is Flying Horse from
Gloucester who reckons that the
best twig is an M125 because
it's slim and stylish. Even better
the SWR can take as low as
1.2:1 with a bit of careful tuning.
Use a Post Office trunk type
mount clamped to a bracket,

that when Capital Radio's tra1fic
plane was flying around
Romford looking for an
over-turned lorry, or something
equally boring, the biggest thing
it could find to talk about was the
antenna. It seems someone up
there likes us.

The Romford CB Centre, full
of rigs, aerials and advice, is at 2
Roneo Corner, Hornchurch
Road, Hornchurch, Essex.

Sillysud ...
I only came in to wash the
windows. I wandered about
polishing things and minding my
own business when I saw a door
with 'Do not disturb' on it. Well, I
had to go in, didn't I? At first I
thought it was empty, being all
dark like, but when I drew back
the curtains I saw it.

It was slumped over a desk
snoring heavily. I was so
surprised I dropped my bucket,
which woke him up. He looks at
me with these big bleary eyes
and says, 'Hello, you must be
the new staff writer. That's your
desk.' He pointed with a shaking
hand to an upturned cardboard
box with a dashing red and white
Olympia on top. Last words I got
out of him were, 'I'm Martin', and
he went back to sleep.

And I've been here ever since.
If you don't believe this story just
think about it. I mean, I get paid
for writing rubbish like this,
don't1? TM

Mike told me of a recent test
case where a rig was given back
after only six hours, because
with the duty paid there were no
grounds to hold the set.

The result is success for the
CB Centre. Mike told me,
'people storm in and buy, buy,
buy: The shop has only been
open since the start of June
when Martin Barton decided to
extend his interest in CB into
opening a shop. Mike Wheele,
who had experience as a sales
manager, joined about a week
later. In one week the shop sold
over £1 0,000 worth of goods,
£3,000 in one morning. There
have been queues outside the
shop wailing for it to open, not
just for the legal sets but also for
other big name lines. The list is
long but includes Colt,
Concorde, HNP, GPA,
Shakespear and Jaws (400 of
these were sold in six days).

Also, if you are this way
inclined, the shop can supply
burners from 25 to two kilowatts
of power. The only reason I can
think of to buy one of those is if
you fancy beating NASA at their
own game, but each to their
own, I supp'ose.

Finally, If you cast your mind
back to the start of this piece,
you will notice I mentioned
something about a five element
beam antenna. It sits on the roof
of the CB Centre and is so biQ

Room at the top
If you wander down the
Hornchurch Road, that
imaginatively named street in
the middle of Hornchurch, it's an
even bet what you will spot first.
Will it be the crowds bashing on
the door? Could it be the
enormous five element beam
antenna on the roof? Wilt I tell
you what this is all about? Oh, all
right. This is all about the
Romford CB Centre.

So what's new? Just another
shop selling rigs, innit? Well,
yes, but these are rigs with a
difference - they're legal.

Let me explain. Mike Wheels
and Martin Bartcn, who run the
shop, have gone to a great deal
of trouble to find a way to legally
import sets into this country. And
when I say trouble I mean legal
advice. sets confiscated by the
Customs. a lot of time and a lot
of money. And then came the
final victory. Mike and Martin are
probably the only people to walk
out of a Customs and Excise
office with rigs under their arms.
The dynamic duo say that since
dUty has been paid on the sels,
there is no way the Customs can
confiscate them and if you are
caught with one which is not
connected, then no one can
have you. If the set is
connected, then you can get
done under the telegraphy laws.

:::::..,;,...;...-~-----~
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"SKYWAVE"
FOR

COMMUNICATION

ANTENNAS BY H.M.P.

'FirestiK'
ANTENNAS

ALSO
ALL C.B. EQUIPMENT

TEST GEAR & ACCESSORIES
OPEN SIX DAYS A WEEK

LATE OPENING THURSDAY & FRIDAY
T08P.M.

Now visit our new shop at:
4f7c Lymlngton Road, Highcliffe, Dorset

HIGHCLlFFE (04252) 77553
Alsoal

73 Curzon Road, Boscombe, Bournemouth
Telephone: Bournemouth 302080

CALLERS WELCOME

All your C.B. accessories
available NOW in

S.E. London,
N.W. Kent area.

Open 7 days a week.

Tel: ORPINGTON 22491

Massive Range of Low Priced
C.B. Rigs e.g.
40 Channel Standard from _ £49.20
40 Channel Medium from _£54.60
40 Channel Deluxe from __ £59.20

Boosters CVS
2 - 15 watts from _ £14.95
2 - 25 watts from_£19.75
2 - 35 watts from _ £28.50

Walkie Talkies 1 watt-3 Channel Pro
fessional WT. Designed To Take 4

watt Booster. £44.00 each
4 watt Booster £11.50

All Items Subject To VAT

FPEE....
~ BUTTON BADGE!

---..;;.;;.~-

when you send
for details

of our entire
range of

27 MHZ FM
C.B. Rigs,

Accessories
and

Walkie-Talkies.

Wortlev. Sheffield.
Tel Sheffield 886237or885388

BREAKER •
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Hot gossip
It seems 10 me, and I'm not
speaking from experience, that if
you wanllo sell something a bit
on the warm side it's a rot easier
if that something is illegal in the
first place. And CB rigs are
some of the hottest items in the
country, in more ways than one.

We've already lold you about
hanging it on a sliding mounting
so you can hide it away in the
boot and we've told you about
alarms, but they are still
disappearing to be resold to
some keen would·be breaker.
No questions asked, know what
I mean, John?

So we thought we'd better do
our bit to try and stem this nasty
trend. All you have to do, if you
have your rig nicked, is to send
us details of the type, model,
serial number (you've all made a
note of it haven't you? Course
you have) and the time and
place of the dastardly deed.
We'll then publish all the details
in Breaker, so if anyone comes
across your set they can drop us
a line and we can pass the good
news on to you. It's then up to
you what action you take.

The more alert among you will
realise that we therefore also
need your full name and
address (and phone number)
but obviously we won't commit
any of that to print. So it's over 10
you. And up to you 10 keep aneye on these columns for details
o hot stuff if you're shopping for
secondhand equipment.

The average tealeaf isn't too
interested whether it's AM or
FM, so you're all potential
viclims. If you've gal a hole
where your rig used to be, send
as much information as possible
to Stolen Rigs, Breaker, Link
House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon CA9 2TA.

A steal
Facts with which to amaze your
friends department. A car is
broken into every minute of the
day, so read this quickly and
check yours is stilllhere. That
adds up to one car in every 15
this year. Makes you think
doesn'l it?

It made Simba, the car alarm
people, think and they thought
they'd introduce two new
systems. The Interalarm uses

sensors placed in the car body
to detect any attempt to force
doors or windows. It's set by an
outside key and sounds for 25
seconds, from the momenl of
attack, before automatically
resettinjil. The Interalarm
immobilises the ignition and can
be connected to switches on the
doors and boot for extra
protection. They don't actually
say so, but I can see no reason
why it can't also be wired up to
your rig so it can't be half·inched
even if the baddies do gel into
your car.

If you're on two wheels, you're
either a very poor driver or you
ride a bike. If it's the latter you'll
be pleased to know you haven't
been forgotten. The Simbike
alarm is also set by a key and
will sound lhe alarm and
immobilise the ignition if anyone
attempts to move the bike or
tamper with any of the
goodies-your rig, for example.

Filling is a piece of easiness,
and it's ok for positive and
negative earth bikes. And the
cost? Special deal time, my
friends. Read on.

Simba will give a discount of
one third on bulk orders and free
post and packaging on orders
over £150. This means the
Simbike will cost £34.50 instead
of the AAP ot £54.63. Drop them
a line, if you want to know more:
Simba Alarms Ltd, Security
House, Occupation Road,
London SE17, or phone them on
0' -703 0485.

On a plate.
Have you seen how much
personal number plates cost
these days? If not take a look in
the back of the Sunday Times
and really frighten yourself.

You might want that personal
touch for your car but you just
can't afford it, right? Pity
because it would be neat to
have your handle across the
back and front of your car for all
to see, wouldn't it? But there is a
way around the problem.
American plates.

No, I'm not suggesting that we
should all register our cars in
Detroit. There's bound to be a
law against it somewhere and
the DVLC at Swansea are slow
enough as it is. A mass exodus
of registrations state·side would
be the straw to break the
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computer's wossname.
The answer is to get hold of

some American plates with
some suitable name on them,
and put them on your motor in
'addition 10 the boring old British
ones. American plates are much
more colourful tben ours and
can be h'ad from several dealers
in this country for about £3 to £6.

. Early plates were made of
leather, but these were replaced
by enamelled metal ones and
the modern plates are in
pressed aluminium, made,
incidentally, in State
Penitentiaries. We've got inside
information, see.

The plates used to be issued
every year, but now a lot of
states are going for life issues.
This may make some plates a
bit rare in the future, but at the
moment there are plenty about
and because each state issues
its own plates there is a large
variety, so you can choose what
you want and probably find it
with a bit of looking.

JUSI what you decide on
depends on Just how brave you
are. McCracken county in
Kentucky issued a series of
plates with the prefix 'GAY' in
1975 and were withdrawn soon
after. If you really want one then
they do exist. Just send your
name and phone number on
pink scented note paper to ..

Anyway, plates from states
like Wyoming are much more

fun with little pictures of bucking
broncos on them.

The plates have a large range
of numbers and figures, usually
three figures and Ihree
numbers, but the variely is so
large that you will probably find
any type of letter·number
combination you want. Best.of
all are the mottoes that are
stamped on eve"ry plate.
'Alabama: Heart of Dixie' looks
like it comes straight off the
General Lee.

And if you don't have a car
you can collect these plates to
decorate your home. Cheaper
than wallpaper. You can even
get little ones (called 'whealies',
for some reason) if you think full
size plates would be too
over·powering for your home. Or
if you've got a very small car.

Doing the Strutt
Remember we told you a couple
of Breakers ago that Shure
microphones are coming to the
UK? Well, we had a call from
Strutt Electrical and Mechanical
Engineering in Tavistock to say
they are already here - they've
imported some themselves.

There are three in stock,
priced from £16.10 to £21.50
plus SOp for p and p. Strutt live at
3c Barley Market Square,
Tavistock, Devon. Or you could
ring them on Tavistock 5439 and
tell them we sent you.

-
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MOBILE CB SALES VANS IN SOUTHERN AREA
PHONE FOR DETAILS CTE SOUTHERN DISTRIBUTORS

FULL RANGE OF C.B, ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE FOR FREE CATALOGUE SEND
A S.A.E. HELP & ADVICE GIVEN ON ESTABLISHING NEW CB OUTLETS

COMMUNICATION
ANTENNAS t t r

We are now the Main UK Agents for
HMP Antennas and Colt Radios

Dealerships still available in some areas
Telephone: 061-7977146 for details
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True Brit
The Radiornobile 536 radio
cassette, at £147.20, seems
rather expensive but it does
deserve a look. And it is British.

The cassette has auto
reverse, and the three
waveband radio has manual
tuning with five button preset
station selection. The radio is
automaticaHy overridden when a
cassette is inserted, and the
direction of tape play can be
changed at any time. Finished in
satin chrome and black, it fits in
a tr~at with the rest of the range.

Saab optionals
If you are thinking of buying a

Saab you will be glad to know
that Saab (Gt Britain) are now
offering a range of eight Philips
car radios and cassettes as
optional extras.

They include the AC 990
which IS computer controlled to
always select the strongest
signal on FM. This stops
stations fading out as you move
across the country.

The rest of the range is made
up of more normal radios and
radio cassettes, a single graphic
equaliser and a supporting
range of speakers and aerials.

_ ··0_··---

Rich pickings
How much do.you think it's
worth spending on your car
stereo? £loo? £15O? Maybe as
much as £250 for a really good

==============.,11 one? Well, how about spending
£650 to £7oo? Yes, that's just
the stereo, not the car. It's jolly
nice though..

If you really are that rich then
the Clarion G-Series is just for
·yotr. They've put the graphic
equaliser in the same unit as the
control amplifier so you only
have to house four units in your
car instead of five. Lucky you've
got a big car isn't it?

For your money you get a LW,
MW, FM tuner with manual,
self-seeking or preset frequency
selection. The cassette deck
uses a Sendust non-abrasive
head and incorporates Dolby
noise reduction. The control

In-Car Entertainment. Covers a
multitude of sins, when you think
about it. But just for the moment
we'll leave the sins and
concentrate on the multitude. By
far the majority of CB rigs are
run from cars, so it seemed
logical that we should look at
what else you do to while away
the hours between points A and
B. On Ice is the result.

I'm sure you're tired of being
.told that what the US does today
we do tomorrow but I'm going to
anyway. Combined CB and
stereo radio/cassette have been
on sale in the good 01' USA for
some time, and we can expect
the same over here before too
long. Until then we'll be taking a
regUlar look at what is available
on the traditional ICE market,
with updates on new models
from the manufacturers.

So now you know what it's all
about, let's take a look at this
month's newees ...

b£2
microphone connected to some LW stereo radio, Just so the ----
very advanced circuitry in the radio doesn't seem the poor amplifier (which includes the
player, which can tell the relation of the two it's got graphic equaliser) also has a
difference between engine and micro-chips and things to t"ree-position loudness button
road noise and the human voice, improve stereo FM reception, to boost the extreme
and when the engine noise gets boost weak signals and reduce frequencies which are lost at low
too high it automatically turns interference. volume.
the stereo up. When the noise Once you have picked out the Then comes a mono amplifier
lessens (ie when you slow stereo you want the next thing with 25 watts per channel, and
down) the player turns itself you think about is the speakers. a light display indicating the
down again. It takes no notice of Hitachi (surprise!) have just level of output. Should you ever
how much noise you make in the brought out four new in-car see all the lights on at once you
car, so when you scream at the speakers with prices ranging will probably already be deaf. To
nurd who has just cut you upyou from £16.95 to £32.50 per pair. round the system off, Clarion
are not deafened by eight watts The ~heapest is the SB 662L suggest a four speaker
of Radio One. which can handle 20 watts per arrangement of their GS 501

The first Hitachi player is the channel, is only 30mm deep and and GS 516 speakers. Jolly nice
CS 810, a straightforward stereo comes in satin chrome. The SB it is too.
cassette producing eight watts 125 is a little more costly and
per channel. Along with the takes a little more power. It's a
ASLC (which can be turned off) dual cone unit for up to 25 watts
there are rotary controls for per channel and retails at
volume, tone and balance, and £19.50.
push buttons for fast-forward The SB 140 has the same
and rewind. It has auto-reverse specification as the SB 125 but
and push-button selection of is a little slimmer, which makes
cassette programmes. Finished door fitting easier and will set
in satin chrome it should sell for you back a modest £21.50 a

S d 'd about £80. pair. Last, but by no means
oun I ea More expensive is the CSK least, is the SB 150. For £32.50

We start with a whole wodge of 813X stereo radio cassette. It you get a 'co-axial cross-over
stuff from Hitachi. They seem shares most of the features of unit' with two cones, a 127mm
very pleased with a new feature the CS 810, ASLC, auto reverse bass and a SOmm tweeter.
which they are putting in many and eight watts per channel Power is up to 30 watts per
of their stereo cassettes, power. For the extra money channel and it comes with a matt
Automatic Sound Level Control (around £119) you also get a black grill with a chrome
(ASLC). This is a small manually tuned FM, MW and surround.1r-----------..1..----.:---...:.----...,. To make sure that all your

equipment doesn't suffer from
interterence Hitachi also market
a noise suppressor. The NF2
simply fits between the power
cable and your cassette or radio
and cuts out the interterence
from the car's electrics for £3.45.
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OUT PERFORMING THE REST

SPEECH PROCESSOR £25.95 + p&p £1.00
MOBILE ANTENNA £25.95 + p&p £1.00
K40 MAGMOUNT £12.50 + p&p £1.20
UNIVERSAL GUTTER
& MIRROR MOUNT £8.60 + p&p £1.00

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

b

midland tuning
30 Leicester Road
Loughborough
Leicestershire LE12 90Q. Telephone: (0509) 212371

•

BIC. BREAKER ONE

CLUB MEMBER DISCOUNTS

ALL LEADING MAKES OF CB ACCESSORIES FROM
STOCK.

SELF-SUPPORTING, SWIVEL AND TILT TOWERS ARE
SUPPLIED AND FITTED FROM £148.

63-64 MARKET HAll
ARNDAlE CENTRE

lUTON
BEDS

ALL BASE ANTENNAS CAN BE
FITTED AND SWR'ED WITHIN
A 60-MILE RADIUS BY OUR
ENGINEERS.

170 BlANDFORD ROAD
HAMWORTHY

POOlE
DORSET

18 BREAKER
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were perhaps launching into your early
morning tea, Spencer Smith was buck
ing up his waterproof jacket, wiping the
wet off his bike seat, and setting off from
London for Gatwick Airport.

By nine, he was back in central
London, dropping off some urgent
camera film at a processing laboratory in
Regent Street. He had already had one
near miss with a murderous taxi driver
who'd turned across the road in front of
him, apparently deliberately.

Ten minutes lafer, after a quick
exchange with control on his radio, he
was skilfully dodging the traffic down the
back streets and through Hanover
Square, en route for a pick-up in King's
Road: advertising material heading for
Fleet Street to catch a last-minute
deadline.

The reactions of his fellow road users
are almost invariably hostile. Behind the
mask of his visor, Spencer Smith allows
no sholv of emotion. He's long since
learnt that losing his temper never helps.
He I'ust concentrates on saving his skin
whi e completing his journey in the
shortest possible time, keeping half-an
ear on the radio speaker mounted inside
his fairing. Miles are money for Spencer
Smith, and scores like him.

Spencer Smith is one ot the large and
ever-growing number of motorcycle dis
patch riders. He's made an early start
today because an exceptional job like
that stood him in for an extra £20, and his
bike needs a new back tyre badly.

Dispatch riders are a breed apart.
Predominately young men (though
women and older riders get a good look
in), they're part of an up-front work force
whose offices are the city streets, and
whose service to the community goes far
beyond any nuisance value they might
pose on the roads.

More to the point, perhaps, to readers
of this magazine, most dispatch riders
couldn't make their living without the
beefy radios that squawk and shout
disconcertingly amid city traffic jams 
turned up loud so they can be heard
through a crash-helmet. And these
radios are really very like high quality CB
radios, performing in exactly the same
way, only perhaps a bit better. And 
though licenced by the Home Office 
therface much the same problems as do

• CB ers. The ether is crowded, man. And
you sometimes have to shout above
taxis and God knows who else all jostling
for a slice of the airwaves.

Dispatch riding is hard and dangerous
work. Only the real tough nuts stick it out
through winter, when cold and ice add to
the discomfort and the very real danger.
It's hardest then, but that's when the



pickings are good. There's less competi
tion forthe work, and the man who keeps
going through the snow earns the
respect of his fellow riders on the storm.

Even in summer, the money isn't bad.
Given a good knowledge of your area of
work, plus the ability to plug away,
keeping average speeds up and reduc
ing stopping time to a minimum, you can
easily pull in £150 each week. Work
harder, ride faster, or go on later into the
darkness, and you can add to that figure
quite handsomely. And the boast of £300
a week is not unknown.

Of course, nothing is as rosy as it
sounds. For a start, you need a good
bike. And out of that money (depending
on your arrangement with your dispatch
company) you will have to keep your bike
going. Mileages of more than 1500 miles
a week are not unknown. On a big,
powerful motorcycle, going at that rate,
you'll wear out a back tyre every two
weeks or so. A replacement can cost £40
or more,

Mechanical trouble is bad news. Not
only must you get your bike going again,
but you will not earn any money until you
do. If you can't afford to repair your bike,
you can't afford to work. A real Catch 22.

But the biggest fear of all is being
injured in an accident. Your earning
power drops to zero; your bike is
damaged; you are hurt. It's the nightmare
that haunts every dispatch rider.

These problems cannot be over
emphasised. Certainly there are many
responsible dispatch-company oper
ators, who have various schemes or
self-help plans designed to tide their
regular riders over such difficulties. But
at the same time there are a number of
less responsible firms, and in any case a
huge number of younger riders who
move around from one company to
another, to avoid paying tax in many
cases. They stand to lose most, for they
don't have the loyalty of a long-time
employer to back them up.

At the other end of the scale are those
dispatch firms which provide bikes for
their staff. Wages are accordingly lower,
and usually the bikes are not the most
select sports models. Instead, you're
stuck on a smelly small-capacity two
stroke, painted an embarrassing orange.
Still, at least if the bike does get flattened
by a blind bus-driver, you don't have to
replace it before you can start working
again.

By and large, dispatch riders are not
popular on the roads. Taxi-drivers hate
them, probably because they threaten
the black cab's domination of city streets,
by being so much more maneouvrable.
They also take some of their business
away, and deservedly, for they can offer
a speed of delivery unmatched by taxis.

Most car-born commuters express
hostility too, though it might not take the
blatant 'I'll U-turn where I like' attitude of
the cabbies. There seems to be some
thing in the British disposition which
loathes anybody who is doing a bit better
than you. This must be why a man stuck
in a traffic queue in a company Cortina
feels such venom towards a dispatch
rider, who has done nothing more than
ride legitimately to the head of that
queue.

It is true that dispatch riders are a
breed apart, out on their own. It's also
true that they are the last of the COWboys;
individuals taking advantage and profit-

20 ing from a rare outbreak of individuality in

a world where conformity is the order of
the day.

I do not wish to suggest that all
dispatch riders are Mr Wonderful, and
that they don't deserve a sound slagging
off sometimes out on the road. You do
see some blatantly aggressive riding,
some really hard changing, and devil
take anybody who gets in the way.

The dispatch riders themselves will
confirm, though, that hairy riders don't
last very long In the job. City streets are
justloodangerous, you really can't afford
to stick your neck out; a motorcyclist has
to think for himself and for all the other
people on the road, and he's the one who
stands to lose most if he crashes.

By and large, the standard of riding
among the true professionals is very
high, though it might look hair-raising
from the seat of a stationary motor car.
The riders simply don't have time to hang
around, if they're to make any worthwhile
money. A three-inch gap is enough. Hell,
a half-inch gap is enough, if you've got to
get through.

Not all dispatch riders have radios
fitted. The professional ones do, though
for the rest have to keep stopping and
'phoning back to their bases: a horren
dous waste of time.

A two-way radio is the only way to go.
And the problems are mainly those of
overcrowding; the transmitter/receivers
are well up to the job. Extensive police
experi,ence has both developed radios
sturdy enough to stand the abuses of life
on a rough old motorcycle, as well as all
the hardware to go with them. It's just
finding an airwave that somebody's not
already standing on.

Like radio-controlled taxis, dispatch
firms have to climb aboard the PMR
(Public Mobile Radio) bands and jostle
for a place. The Home Office licence
costs £4.20 per annum per radio set,
which entitles you to transmit and receive
in one of two VHF wavebands (Iow band
and high band), or in one UHF band.
Frequencies are allocated within these
bands, and the dispatch firms join the
melee. In London at least, it is not
unusual for up to nine different organisa
tions to share one band. Of course,
they're all supposed to wait their turn with
strict radio discipline. In practice, it's the
man with the closest or most powerful
transmitter who wins.

Working ranges are impressive. One
London dispatch firm told me they'd
received a broadcast from across the
Channel. A rider was holidaying in
France aboard one of their bikes, and he
decided to call the office. On a bad day,
though, 'we sometimes have trouble
getting Croydon, 12 miles away.'

Average, though, is a 30 to 40-mile
radius from the transmitter. More than
enough for the usual dispatch rider,
whose work is concentrated in the cities.

Dispatch riders are Britain's modern
cowboys. There's camaraderie among
the riders, even from rival firms. The
banter on the radio sometimes con
travenes radio etiquette so badly that it's
just as well the miscreant has a fast
motorcycle available, to flee wrathful
authority.

You may not like cowboys, and you
may resent their legal free use of a
two-way radio system very like CB.
Remember, though, that dispatch riders
have mushroomed in number in the past
ten years, purely because of the quick
and efficient service they provide in a

torpid working environment.
And, above all, don't try to catch them

on the roads. Most of them know enou~h

driving tricks to put you in the canal, while
they speed off laughing. Mlehael Seott





We began our occasional serlesette
on Euro CB last month with a look at
the wonders and blunders of CB In
West Germany and this month we
turn our critical gaze to France. Their
history In CB was linked with our
own at one time when the French
authorities considered using 928.
Remember Open Channel? They,
like our own Government, eventually
gave It the grand E and turned
Instead to 27MHz FM. But how's It
gone since then? For all the nures,
read on, ma leetle curp cakes. Vure
guide ees Or Lewls G Brlarty. EtU v a
una grand dlx-quatre, bon ami ....
If you live in the south of England. have
an enormous antenna, and listen out
between 26.965 and 27.225MHz you
might just hear a cibiste (pronounced
sea-beast), or French breaker.

CB is growing fast on the ofher side
of the channel, where it has been legal
since the beginning of this year and it's
interesting to look at the situation there
now because it might give us some idea
as to the way things could go in the UK
next year.

For a number of years now activity on
the 27MHz band in France has been on
the increase, and transceivers of var
ious kinds have been freely available,
though not in most cases freely usable
except for very low-powered units. The
band there has been divided into two
sections, channels one to 27 (26.975
27.275MHz) for walkie-talkies, radlo
controi etc., and 27.27 to 27.43MHz for
'professional' users - that's radio
taxis, breakdown trucks, vets, driving
schools and similar medium-range re
quirements.

With the legalisation of CB, allocation
of channels has had to take these
'professional' users into account, with
the result that there are only 22 avail
able legal channels - between 26.965
and 27.225MHz - with 10KHz spacing
in most cases. The other main condition
of legislafion, and a major cause for
complaint on the part of the cibiste, is
that FM is the only type of modulation
allowed - no SSB, no AM and no
linear amplifiers. There is a 2W maxi
mum RF input fo the antenna, and for
sets having integral antennae - i.e.
talkie-walkies (that's French for walkie
talkies) - there is a maximum O.4W
effective radiated power. On the subject
of antennae, directional aerials are

22 forbidden and so are relay stations.

After all these 'don'ts', what is Mon
sieur le Cibiste left with? The answer is
2W, 22 channels and FM. Now, there
are a lot of people ·in France, and it you
do a few sums you find that the 22
channels get just a little bit crowded.
The popuiation is about the same as
the UK - though the area is roughly
doubie - and with the rate that CB is
growing there couid soon be a million
legal users. It has been calculated that
in a built-up area like Paris and the
suburbs, an area 'ot 800 km2 , there
could be up to 200 on the same channel
simultaneousiy.

This goes some way to explaining
why the major push from the local and
national CB groups is for an increase in
the number of available channels; the
FFCB (Federation Francalse de la
Citizen Band) for example is campaign
ing for 40 channels and 4W power
output.

There have been a number of nation
al rallies organised to press for these
and other changes in legislation. At a
rally at the Chateau de Vincennes,
Paris in March, for example, it was
announced that the CEPT (The Euro
pean Confederation for Post and Tele
communications) might be moving to
wards the abolition of CB on 27MHz
within ten years, with a view to limiting it
to the region of 900MHz. The new UK
legisiation was quoted as evidence for
this, and the resulting exciting pro
spect of OX contacts of 1.5km was
suggested.

The CB licence in France which
allows the operation of approved rigs
costs 1OOFr (about £9) and lasts for five
years. The fact that there are a good
many non-approved rigs (of 3 to 5W
output) around is recognised by the
legislators however, and it is currently
possible to use fhese within the rules,
that's to say with FM on the 22
channels with less than 2W output.
They must be declared to the author
ities, and there is an amnesty period of
two years in which to get them modified
to conform to the legislation.

The approved rigs available on the
market are mostly American in origin.
Among the first to receive the PIT
(French PO) seal of approval, which
has to be visible on the sets, were the
Wagner Sky Arrow 330 and the Aston,
both of which sell for around 1100Fr.
These have a fairly good specification:
the Sky Arrow for example has volume,
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850Fr (2W) or 995Fr (3W). Right at
the other end of the scale you can find
low-power walkie-talkies ,n many of
the big stores and radio shops. You
don't need any licence to buy or use
them and they have less than 100mW
output which gives them a useful range
of only 0.5 to 1km (if you shout). They
are set to transmit on channel 14
(27.125 MH3), but they have a super
regenerative receiver which takes in the
whole of the band - and consequently
sounds just a liWe confusing.

What can or can't be achieved with
2W and FM is one of the main points of
discussion in the French CB maga
zines. The April edition of 'CB Maga
zine' has published the results of a
range of tests in different localities
(town-centre, suburbs, open country)
using FM and AM for mobile/mobile,
base/mobile and base/base contacts.

They concluded that for mobile/
mobile operation in town there is a
useful range of 5km using 2W AM, and
3km with the same power and FM; in
the country range increases to 15 to
20km'for AM and around 10km for FM.
·For base/mobile AM operation the
equivalent ranges are 8km (town) and
25km (country), 5km and 15km for FM.
For baselbase contacts in town they
found 10 to 20km average for AM,
15km for FM; in the open country using
AM there's a range of around 30km and
OX is normal, while with FM the range
is around 25km and OX may be Dossi
ble. Since 2W ERP FM is the UK speci
fication, these figures make interesting
reading. If somewhat depressing.

France has its own CB language and
conventions on channel usage - 9 is
the emergency channel, 19 (AM) is the
call channel for foreign "routiers", while
22 (FM) is commonly used by French
drivers. There's discussion as to
whether 1j or 22 should be the general
calling channel. Abbreviations and
codes are widely used, though whereas
in the UK it's the USA jargon that forms
the basis of the language, in France the
amateur/professional radio Q·code is
very widely used.

Handles range from the .sublime to
the ridiculous: Sigrid, Ourse, Blanche,
Gonbert 74, Don Quichotte, Gugus 69.
The numbers used refer to the Depart·
ments that the cibiste hails from 
each one has its own code number; tile
ones nearest to the UK (along the
Channel, east to west) are 62 (Pas de
Calais), 80 (Somme), 76 (Seine Mari
time), 14 (Caivados) and 50 (Manche).

Activities associated with CB are on
the increase, there are four or five
regular monthly magazines and col·
umns in the more general electronics
and radio magazines. There is even a
radio programme which can be re
ceived over here. it's a one hour spot
called CB1, every night between mid
night and one am on the commercial
station Europe 1 - you can find it on
the long wave band (182 KH3, 1648m).
A lot of the programme consists of
adverts and the latest pop records (as
does the rest of the day's transmission)
but there are interviews (in French) with
CB personalities, news of events, ral·
lies and a phone-in.

Within months of legalisation CB has
really taken-off in France; with their 2W
of pulsing power, and the wind in the
right direction on a clear day, you might
even hear them.

tone, RF gain and squelch controls, a
switched noise-blanker, PA facility and
the usual LED channel display.

Instead of a moving coil meter the
S·meter and output power indicators
are LED arrays in green and red
respectively. The receiver is a double
conversion superhet and there's a use
ful 3.5W of AF power. The Aston
M22FM, the first rig to be approved, has
similar basic specs as far as RF power
and channel coverage are concerned. it
differs in having a switch to reduce
power for local contacts, and a channel
and override switch.

The range of sets that comply with
the regulations is wide and they are
freely available. Many dealers are in
Paris and the suburbs, smaller towns
have their CB shops, rigs and acces·
sories are available in filling stations
and hypermarkets. You can find a basic
2W/22 channel rig for as little as 398Fr,
a President base station is about
1350Fr, Midland have a 2W/22 channel
rig for 1090Fr, or there's a de·luxe
Stabo set with selective call tone,
automatic frequency sweep, Roger
beep, and all the controls on the
handset, for 2500Fr.

Handsets aren't so popular, though
there are Shasta 6 channel sets at---.,...-- ------_!.-_---------,



If you're considering fitting CB in your
car, bear in.mind that it's probably the
worst piace on earth to instali a set.
There's no reason why that should stop
you, of course, and it certainly hasn't
stopped the millions of breakers who
modulate from cars ali over the world
but just remember that radio transceiv
ers and the internal combustion engine
make very bad neighbours.

However efficient the rig and twig
. instaliation, .only the lucky few can

switch on and drive into the sunset with
perfectly clear reception. If your luck is
anything like mine, it'1i sound like a
subtle blend of Kenwood liquidiser and
high mlleal;le Lambretta and that, my
friends, is Interference, the subject of
today's lecture.

For our purposes, interference is any
electrical disturbance in a motor vehicle
that causes excessive unwanted noise
or a malfunction of the CB transceiver,
be it AM or FM. Before we force you to
open the bonnet and get your hands
dirty, it's worth noting that an FM
receiver doesn't reproduce audible en·
gine noises through the speaker - as
is usually the case on AM - but the
interference created by the engine can
drastically reduce the range.

If you look at the blackboard, you'li
see that we've split interference into
two categories; radiated and con
ducted. Bet you wish you'd paid more
attention in physics at school, huh?

Radiated interference is the un
wanted signal produced by any electric
al device (spark plugs, ignition coli, etc) ,
which is normally picked up by the
transceiver's antenna.
. Conducted interference is the noise

carried through the wiring to the set.
Although the wiring is not phys,caliy
connected, nearby wiring can radiate
interference which is then picked up by
a supply lead and conducted to the
transceiver. Time for a sub head, I
think.

What causes It?
A morse code signal is produced by

causing a spark to arc across a gap by
opening and closing a set of contacts
which produces an electrical noise in
the form of 'dits' and 'dahs'. This noise
is then transmitted to an antenna where
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the radio waves are radiated and at the
other end the signals are converted into
audible sounds via a speaker.

Now, it could be that your engine is
trying to teli you something because it is
fuli of mini morse code signals where
sparks are arcing across gaps - the
spark plugs, distributor points, alterna·
tor slip rings (or generator brushes),
voltage regulator contacts, turn signal
relays and so on are ali guilty.

If you look at the overhead projector,
you'li see we've split the electrical
system into three parts:
1/ The high voltage secondary circuit;
2J The low voltage primary circuit; and
3/ Alternator (generator) and anciliary
equipment.

The high voltage secondary circuli is
the worst source of radiated interfer
ence because the voltage induced
across the ignition coil can have a
potential in excess of 10,000 volts,
which is supplied via the distributor to
the spark plugs. And if you've got a high
performance coli, it could be capable of
inducing in excess of 25,QOO volts.
That'll teach you, you racey devil, you.

The primary circuit generates both
radiated and conducted interference.
The distributor points are arcing con
stantly while the engine is running and,
although the voltage is relatively smali,
can cause radiated interference as weli
as conducting the noise down the feed
lines of the transceiver because they
are connected to a common supply
source, the battery.

This is also true of the generator or
alternator since the brushes or slip
rings are sparking continuously - and
it can be increased when the compo·
nents are warm. Alternators though,
generaliy cause less interference than
generators.

With electronic ignition systems
(solid state) the increase in spark plug
gaps for hotter sparks tends to entail
higher spark voltages, which mean
additional interference but they do eli
minate the distributor, which is one big
source of trouble.

That's most of the theory out of the
way, so coliect up your notes and we'li
get down to some practical. While
you're roliing up your sleeves, I'Ii slip in
another sub head. .,

How do you know If you've got It?
The best way to check for interfer

ence is to first tune the receiver into a
faint signal with the engine switched off.
Make sure the squelch knob is turned
right down, that the NUNB or ANL
switches are off and that the vehicle is
away from any external noise sources
like electrical motors, other vehicles
with the engine running, fluorescent
tubes, nagging wives, etc.

If there is no noticeable change in
either signal strength or background
noise when you start the engine, you
are one of the lucky ones and you might
as weli go and do private study in the
library. On the other hand, if the signal
weakens or disappears - or in the
case of an AM set Is obliterated by
background noise - you have an
engine interference problem and could
well become a social outcast unless
you read on. On AM the interference
can be effectively reduced by SWitching
on the ANL (Automatic Noise Limiter),
but this also desensitizes the receiver,
so the weaker signals are even weaker
or disappear altogether.

Where Is It coming from?
Tracing the source of the problem is

easier said than done, but just saying it
isn't nearly as constructive so you might
have to resort to the very unscientific
process of trial and error. We can
suggest a few short cuts to identify
certain characteristics, but none are
infaliible:
1/lgnltion noise sounds like a machine
gun popping with a regular beat that
increases in speed with the revving of
the engine.
2J Alternator or generator noise is a
musical whine which reaches a higher
pitch when the engine speed is in
creased. Just to check, turn off the
engine, disconnect the alternator or
generator and see if the noise is stili
present after restarting the engine. We
don't need to teli you not to drain the
battery, do we? Didn't think so.
3/ The voltage regulator makes an
irregular rough grinding noise, which is
usualiy mixed in with the background
noise. An easy test is to idle the engine
for about three minutes and then switch
the headlights on. If the noise is
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reduced, you may now curse the vol
tage regulator.
4/ Wiper motor, heater blower motor or
indictor relay noise only occurs when
the particular device is on. Driving only
on warm, dry days without negotiating
junctions is not recommended as a long
term solution.
5/lnstrument noise is usually a hissing
or crackling sound, which is best de
tected by disconnecting each instru
ment in turn. In the case of a electrical
tuel pump, a popping sound can be
heard when the ignition is turned on,
which dies down after a few seconds
and then pops occasionally. Fuel gauge
noise is fairly common and sounds like
the ticking of a clock and can be tested
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with the engine not running. Turn the
ignition on and wait for the fuel gauge
needle to rise to the fuel level when the
ticking will start.
6/ Tyre and wheel noise (static elec
tricity build-up) can be heard on the
receiver as an irregular slushing sound
which only occurs when the car is
moving, irrespective of whether the
engine is running. This problem is quite
rare - trust you to be awkward - and
is caused by static electricity dis
charged to the ground which produces
an electrical spark. .

So, having located the problem, we
need some solutions. And no looking at
the answers in the back of your
book ...

The little rascals themselves (left,
top to bottom): Alternator noise
filter, distributor suppressor, stan·
dard auto noise filter and hot line
filter. Right: Heavy duty noise filter
(top) and (bottom) CB and ham
generator tllter.

Getting rid of It
1/ As the high voltage secondary cir
cuit is dependent on high voltage and
very little current, and as the amount of
radiated interference is proportional to
the current, a high resistance placed in
series with the distributor and spark
plugs will reduce the current without
affecting the voltage noticeably. Two
special types of resistor are available
within the UK for this very purpose;
carbon or wire-wound.

The carbon items are usually effec
tive and are relatively inexpensive (GC
Electronics Part No 18-274 and 18
290). The wire·wound type (RF choke
type) is electronically far superior but
also far more expensive (GC Part No
18-292). One drawback is that if
enough suppression is added to get rid
of all the noise the timing of the engine
might be effected. Special shielded
distributor caps and spark plug covers
are available to eliminate excess radi
ated interference (Lucas have these for
a wide range of cars) and in·line filters
are available from various manufactur
ers (Tandy Part No 270-050 or 270
030, GC Part No 18-252) which will
reduce conducted noise, fitted between
the CB and the power source.
2/ A tunable wave trap is available
which is fitted to the alternator or
generator and usually cures the whine
(GC Part No 18-270). Tandy produce a
pre-tuned filter (Part No 21-509).
3/ An alternator noise suppressor can
be fitted to the voltage regulator to cut
out regulator crackle and alternator
whine (Tandy Part No 21-507, GC Part
No 18-284).
4/ Wiper motor. blower motor and
washer motor can be suppressed by
fitting a 0.1 to 0.5 micro farad feed
through capacitor in the power lead to
the motor(s) (GC Part No 18-240 or
18-242).
5/lnstrument noise can usually be
cured by using the same remedy as in 4
and in the case of the fuel gauge, the
feed·through capacitor can be fitted
either at the sender unit attached to the
tank or at the gauge itselt.
6/ Although wheel static is fairly rare, it
is possible to obtain a special spring
which fits in the grease hub cap. Tyre
static usually occurs only on very hot
dry days, so the likeiihood of suffering
the problem in the UK is exceedingly
remote. But if you encounter the prob
lem mooning around near your villa in
the South of France, a conductive
powder is available to coat the inside of
your tyres. If this is not available, simply
wet the tyres to provide a conductive
line to ground and take it easy on the
corners.

If you are still not sure about the
strange noise leaving your speakers,
GC Electronics have released a casset
te recording of the typical interference
noises heard on AM CB and how to
cure them (GC Part No 18-250). And if
you've still got problems, we suggest
you bUy a handset and find a very large
expanse of open landscape ...

Before you leave for your next lec
ture, I'm sure you'd all like to thank
Tandy Corporation (UK) and Wintjoy
Lld of Shepperton for their heip in
compiling the part numbers, and
Howard W Sams and Co Inc, and their
authors John D Lenk and David E
Hicks, for the inspiration. Essays in by
Thursday, please.
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®G ® ~~'DID ;:. ~ /,0-./' ,:..- Like so many other things - discover·}I Ing America, etc - it seemed like a

good Idea at the time. We created, from
nothing other than the innovative bril.
liance of our minds (well, mine, any.

All you've got to do with this is tick the things you agree with and put in a way~, a whole new concept in imagina. ,
couple of one word answers to some simple questions. If you've got live Journalism. The FM Survey. It was

anything to say over and above that please do it on a separate sheet of ~~~St~~~;,~~~;;';~h~~g~t~~~t ~~~~~~
paper - write us a lelter, in fact - so that we can read your answers even born. Took a fair While, iike about
easily. We'll let you know what the response has been and what the a minute, to think of all the things we

wanted to know about you and all the

'

majority (and minority) opinions are as soon as we can - probably, things we thought YOU'd iike to know
publishing schedules being what they are, in Breaker 7. about each other,. and we slung it
Complete forms should be sent to: Survey, Breaker, Link House, Dingwall toge.ther as a.page In the magaZine. Fill

thiS In, we said, send it back to us and
Avenue, Croydon, Surrey CR9 2TA. we'll t.ell you what you think. It's a
I am/am not a breaker on 27MHz AM favourite hobby of Ours anyway is that
I am/am not a Radio Ham already What we didn't expect was 'that so

h d k f f many of you would actually do it; there
I ave/have not use any ind 0 radio or any purpose previously and that was a fair amount. at thinking involved
was ,..................... for a start, plus a bit of writing, and then
I am/am not a member of REACT UK the money for the sfamp, not to mention

the walk down to the post box. Unless
I read 1/2/3/4/5 CB magazines regularly. you went to the one on the corner? You
I am/am not a member of any CB club or organisation which is.......... know, the one next to 'The Vicar
I live in a maJ'or town/small town / rural area Unfrocked', Free House. no jUke box

no pool, no Watney·s. '
Apart from everyday social purposes I expect to use CB for: 500 replies, we had, making if your
(tick box where appropriate) calculator does the same things as

Traffic information .0 gr~~e:'~;:~:ns~~j~~~;feg\¥~t:,fe~~l:
Emergency purposes (road accidents, reporting crime, etc) .0 and FM In particular which needed to
Road directions away from home O be taken Into account. No wonder It's

DX work .D ~~~e~e~:' ~Ot~~~ga~~;~~~~g t~l~ i~~~
In connection with my hobby 0 the computer, press the right bUllons
(which is ) and so on. And of COurse all the time
I will run a mobile unit.. O ~,;U~~~I~:~:~Sw:~; t~~ing done she
I will ru n a home base 0 ~ut we've got over all that now, and
In connection with my job .D we re ready to tell you everything you
(which is ) ~:n~~;~ ~~~7:u~ ~~~\n ;;~et~n~
I believe that this country requires at least 40 channels .D totals aren't going to add up to 100 per
less than 40 channels 0 cent In cases where there were two or
a po e 0 tp t S ff'c'ent for a 25 mile range 0 three optional answers; mostly this isW r u u u I I because not everybody answered all
less than 25 miles range 0 the questions. There were also a hand.
I believe that a 27MHz FM system will: ful - only a small number we're

lac th Am 'can AM s stem 0 pleased to say - of completed formsnever rep e e en y...................... which we binned right off. It appears
be perfectly acceptable to most people .D that. a small percentage of anti.CB
exist alongside a pi rate AM system .D wallies, nearly all Radio Hams, took the

Would you accept FM after a 2 year amnesty for AM users YES/NO ~~~s~tea~~~o1gll~Pi~~:,~~~\~~0s";~~ ~~
Would you be happy with whatever CB facility was made legal YES/NO the words were too. But it's nice toC:================================.l know that they read the comic, andeven nicer to know that it cost them 94p

to Insult us. They could have just written
a letter and let us pay them two qUid of
course, and .the fact that they didn't Is at
least I~dlcatlve of their collective IQ.

HaVing said that, let's cast a glance
at the answers from those of you who
took It all seriously. In case you can't
remember, or in case you cut the page
out and sent it in to us, we've gone to all
the bother of repeating the relevant bits
of It, Just to make your life that little bit
eaSier.

hMore than 70 percent of the people
w 0 answered were already being
nau9hty on 27MHz, which is not sur.
prising, when you think about it. It does



mean, though, that you have to remem- on the air as soon as CB gets legal.
ber this tigure when considering all the And an interesting 20 percent think
other replies; over 70 percent of the that CB will be useful in their work 
answers must be regarded as having prolly we've got some professional
some bias, however slight. 13 percent agitators reading the magazine.
were radio hams, although the question But what of the burning issues of the
of overlap doesn't seem to have formed day? The sting of this survey was
any part of our computer's calculations, definitely in the tail, as we asked last
stupid woman. What did surprise us the questions to which we (and we
was that 41 percent of you have used hope you) most wanted to hear the
radio in some form or another previous- answers. A greatly reassuring 90 per
Iy. This doesn't mean that the use of cent of you believe that a minimum of
radio is common among 40 percent of 40 channels will be necessary if a CB
the population, of course, but it does facility is to be able to work at all, while
tend to bear out the American experi- an almost-identical 80 percent felt that it
ence; that when CB became a Widely would need a range of 25 miles before
used facility the growth of interest in all those 40 channels would be able to
forms of radio usage among the gener- cope with the demand. It's nice to have
al population was qUite pronounced. It some obvious points re-made, not only
seems reasonable to expect a similar for our benefit but also perhaps for that
result among breakers here as well, of others who may be reading this ...
which means that the Post Office can And while they're still reading, we're
look forward to picking up a more than sure they'd love to know that 60 percent
miniscule amount of extra mazuma don't believe that FM will ever replace
over the next few years. the very naughty, but existing, AM

Another interesting thing was the system, while only 24 percent thought
club membership factor. With more that FM would be acceptable to most
than 70 percent already on AM it was people. The figures already prove that
odd that only 57 percent are club they're wrong, but we must remember
members. We would have expected at this point the hefty AM bias in the
these two figures to relate much more very first answer - 70 percent are
closely, but life's like that. Disappoint- already on it and could well be said to
ing, perhaps was that a mere 12 have a vested interest. More or less 50
percent are members of REACT. That's percent of you were sure that a pirate
another figure we would have ex- AM system and a legal FM system
pected, and preferred, to see at a much would co-exist, which is exactly what
higher level. At least it means that we're afraid of and what we've been
there's plenty of room for expansion. hoping to avoid. But no-one ever listens

Much more the way we expected to to us anyway ... Except perhaps the
see it was the question of usage; 50 percent of you who would accept FM
predictable enough really, but nice to after a two-year amnesty for AM users.
see it confirmed. Over 90 percent Question is, though, is it the same 50
expected their rig would be most useful percent or the other 50 percent?
for traffic information - which probably Finally, and mo'st reassuringly, a
means that 90 percent are drivers as paltry 24 percent of you would be quite
well as breakers - and nearly as many happy with whatever CB system was
(88 percent) felt that it would be valu- foisted onto the country. Glad to know,
able for emergency purposes of one conversely, that 75 percent of you
sort or another. By the close correlation would not settle for just any old rubbish,
of these two figures we assume, which means that the strength of feeling
perhaps wrongly, that in nearly every necessary to take the CB lobby on to a
case the prime emergency situation logical, but lengthy, conclusion sliil
anticipated was a road accident of exists. And we were worried that you
some sort, which seems reasonable might be losing heart ...
enough to us. And still bearing that out So what have we learnt? The most
came the 62 percent who hoped CB important thing is that we're able to
could help them with road directions. shed this feeling of tunnel vision.

A fairly large percentage - 31, to be There's only the three of us after all,
precise - proposed to use their rigs for and no matter how much we get about
OX work, which is jolly naughty indeed. to talk to people there's never any
And 29 percent want to use them for chance that we're going to get direct
some sort of hobby. Sitly us, we forgot contact with any more than a tiny
to get this part explained in graphic minority of you. So although we try not
detail, as it could have been really to base our thinking too heavily on what
interesting. Know what I mean? might be a distorted view of what other

Over 80 percent plan to be mobile, people are thinking, sometimes it's
and a fairly high 70 percent (we think difficult to avoid the feeling that you've
that's a high figure, anyway) will be only spoken to a handful of bodies and
running base rigs. As you can see, the all of them may have been in the 24
figures don't add up at all,. but you have percent. We could just have been
to allow for the overlap and the dum- unlucky in that there may be millions of
mies who forget to answer all the others who hold totally opposing views,
questions. What does emerge there is but we've never talked with them. At
that a reasonably large percentage who least now we know we've been doing
are not currently running AM rigs will be something right.1'"'"' ..... 29
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T-SHIRT &SWEATSHIRT
PRINTING SERVICES
From £2.95 Same Day Despatch

EARS CB CENTRE
SWEATSHIRTS

AVAILABLE IN S. M. L. XL.
BLACK WITH YELLOW PRINT £3.95
NAVY WITH WHITE PRINT.. . £3.95
RED WITH BLACK PRINT £3.95
LIGHT BLUE WITH NAVY PRINT £3.95

25 Watt Commanl.. . £23.99
50/100 Watt CP100 Bi-Linear £78.95
100 Watt Bi-Linear.. . £76.85
letagi BU130P (Mains Set) £98.50

Your handle and transfers printed while you wait,
available in many colours and sizes.
T·Shirts with 10 lellers.. . £2.95
Sweatshirts with 10 letters £5.95
Extra letters 10p each

MICROPHONES

40 CHANNEL DUTY
PAID CB RADIOS
IN STOCK NOW!!

K40 Speech Processor £25.99
Power Mic £10.99
Sld. Replacement Mic £6.50
Midland Replacement Mic...... . £7.25
Turner Power...... . £33.25
Turner Home Base. . £43.95
Ham Master 4500. . £42.50
Ham Masler4200 . £27.25
Lesson TW232.. . £27.95
Piezo Dynamic DX357 £29.95

••
Mag Mounls...... .From £7.99
SWR Melers From £6.95
Antennas Matchers £5.75
"Power Supplies 13.8 Volt From £12.95
PA Horn £5.95
Snalch Plales _ £3.95
L.E.D.-S.-Meler £16.95
Extension Speakers.. . From £4.25
T.V.!. Fillers From £3.65
Rodger Bleeps £6.99
aSL Log Books in Folder £3.75
aSL Cards........ . 20p
Power Reducer For TVI Troubles £19.50

ANTENNAS
K40 Complele . £25.99
DV27 Complete ......................•............£5.75
DV70 'Is Wave £6.95
Twin Truckers. . £19.95
Valor Enterprise 1124" £11.95
Valor Enterprise 1148" . £12.95
Valor Hall Breed 1500 Watt £13.95
Valor Warrior Centre load ..... . £15.95
Valor 'Is Wave Black Magic 30" £7.95
Valor '/. Wave Black Magic 60" .. . £9.25
Valor Full Wave Road Hog 1000 Wall £11.75
Valor Foreign Car Kil . . £22.50
Avanti Moonraker ,.. . £20.95
Avanti Moonraker + Mag Mount . £25.95
Firesliks 2', 3',4', 5',7' From £6.75

EARS 3 Element Beam 8.2 DB Gain .. £29.99
EARS 18" Dipole 3.2 DB Gain £13.99
EARS Loll Dipole 3.2 DB Gain.. . £12.99
Avanli Moonraker 4-14.5 DB Gain £125.00
Avanli Sigma IV 6.4 DB Gain £56.50
Hy-Gain 533 3 Element Beam 9DB Gain . £49.99
Silver Rod 4 DB Gain . £22.95
Electronic Special 9 DB Gain £29.95
Mini Duster Loll Tri Pod 2.5 DB Gain.. . £26.95
Whiskey Loll Tri Pod . £19.99
Commant Loll Tri Pod £19.99

ACCESS & BARCLAYCARD 5% SURCHARGE ON SPECIAL OFFERS

9-13 LORD STREET
MACCLESFIELD, CHESHIRE

0625·610666

Unit 2, 260 Manchester Road,
Broadheath, Altrincham

061·9698338
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'YI!!r!Ju\~~J~.
FOR ALL YOUR CB REQUIREMENTS

8am-8pm MON-SAT
10am-4pm SUN

'FirestiK'
ANTENNAS
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cated set around but the price is its
strong selling point and for your money
you'll get the straight on/off volume,
squelch and channel change controls
with an LED channel indicator and
signal strength meter. Their second
unit, the CB 2000 is better equipped
and incorporates tone and RF gain
controls, switches for PA and channel 9
and an external speaker. There is an
LED dimmer control, power micro
phone and microphone gain control 
a good package for the approximate
£80 price tag.

For the lowest price so far, look out
for a set to be marketed by Johnson
CB. We haven't got many details yet,
but it is expected to sell for less than
£50.

With legalisation expected not too
many shopping days before Christmas,
price is likely to be an important consid
eration for many people. Others will go
for the more sophisticated, and ·more
expensive rigs. If I needed a iine to end
on, I might say it's a matter of you pays
yer money and takes yer choice - not
that I need any such thing.

31

first thing you notice about the mobiles t-~~-:~-J
is that you don't really notice them.
That's not meant as a cnticism, they are
just very compact - less than five
inches wide and 1V2 inches high to be
exact. In a vague sort of way. If you
haven't got a lot of room in your car,
they are ideal and would have slipped
in a treat for the CB on bikes feature.
(Make a note bikers, and sorry we had to
chop the fairing a bit, Pantera).

The CB900 has indicator lights for
transmitting and receiving and squelch,
on/off, volume and channei selector
controls. Put about 70 qUid aside if
you're interested. Both the CB900 and
its more sophisticated sister, the
CB901, use LED indicators for display
ing power output ad signal strength. In
addition to the features found on the
900 the 901 also has a Roger bleep
switch, automatic squelch system and
separate on/off switch. The price will be
around £85.

Amstrad are already talking about
providing a full back-up including
advice from trained staff and a series of
booklets giving information on installa
tion, antenna, curing interference and
any other problems the newcomer is
likely to encounter. A sure sign of things
to come from the large firms. They're
planning in-shop demonstrations too,
which should liven up the Saturday
shopping trip a bit.

Low prices do a lot to brighten up
shopping trips too (neat link, huh?) and
a set planned by Fidelity Radio of
London is aimed at the bUdget end 01
the market. They describe the CB 1000
as 'an ideal starfer unit' and selling at
around £60 they could be right. Fidelity
took the gamble and went ahead on the
draft FM specs before they. had been
finalised - a gamble which has paid off
because it means they are now ahead
of much of the competition in the
development field.

The CB 1000 isn't the most sophisti-

You have no idea the degree of self
control I'm exercising. I'm trying my
damnedest to avoid using a certain
phrase. Trouble is that it's become my
stock in trade recently. I really do have
a strong urge to sneak it in... you
could call it a desire. .. I've just got
to ... it's no good ... By the time you
read this. There, I've said it. Feel a lot
better now. But it'll only be a matter of
paragraphs before the gUilt sets in.
Taking the easy way out really is soul
destroying ..

By the time you read this we will
probably (that crops up a lot too when
we're talking about the Home Office)
have heard an anouncement of the
date for the legalisation of CB. When
the Government finally published the
specs they sent out a press release
stating their case and insisting that an
FM service on the high 27MHz frequen
cies outlined is the only system that can
be introduced in the Autumn as prom
ised.

The Home Secretary has also said
he "recognises the force of the argu
ments" put to him that we should move
towards eventual commonalily with
Europe. And in the long term, he
assures us, this country will adopt the
specifications recommended by the
European Conference of Postal and
Telecommunications Administrations.
Hmmm.

We've covered the various argu
ments elsewhere is this issue. Suffice
to say here that the lobby continues but
the manufacturers are producing and
testing on the existing specs. So for the
purpose of this feature we will follow the
manufacturers' lead and assume that
the 27FM service will be introduced 
then I won't have to use THAT phrase.

RiQhl, now that everything is finalised
(this IS easy), the big companies are at
last stepping tentatively into the CB
market. Amstrad is a big name in the
hi-fi and audio world so they have a
ready established network of retailers.
They also have laboratories full of test
equipment and the technicians to use it
and before we go on to look at the rigs
it's worth having a quick look at their
findings.

Amstrad say that depending on the
type and quality of antenna used (and
remember the antenna specified by the
government is very inefficient), units will
be capable of transmitting and receiv
ing over a distance of "seven miles in
non-urban areas and three miles in
built-up urban areas". If you're already
using CB you'll know that those figures
look a bit sick alongside the perform
ance of AM rigs, which have a range of
20 miles plus in open country. If you're
not already using CB you'll find out just
how useful the service will be around
October. Or November. Or ...

This could have at least one dramatic
effect on current procedure. The term
'eyeball' could go out of use because
With a range like that you won't be able
to speak to someone unless you can
see them anyway.

But enough of the political arguments
- if not too much - and on to the
goods. Amstrad lent us two sets but you
can expect at least a home base to be
added to the range before too long
(expect to pa upwards of £120). The
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Over 450 different items.The
right accessories can make all
the difference. AM or FM-wfive
got them covered.

WE'VE EVEN GOT ACCESSORIES
FOR ACCESSORIES~

Send £1 f~ the JYi.R. C.B. Catalogue.
THE BIG RANGE FOR BREAKERS.

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME•

•••••~ JOhnWoolfeRacingltd., .===== _ WoolfeHouse,NorseRoad,.===.- ® Bedford,MK41 OlF England.
~,____ t.. Tel:023441441.Telex:B25;483.

I

C.B. RADIO
ACCESSORIES

WE OFFER: ALL LEADING MAKES
COMPETITIVE PRICES
QUICK DELIVERY
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Didn't someone once say 'You can
choose your friends but you can't
choose your relatives'? If they didn't,
they should have. And it they did, they
were probably related to me. It's all very
well tracin~ your roots but not such a
good idea If Dutch elm disease sets in.

It doesn't take a genealogist to de
duce that Breaker is related to Custom
Car. A sort of younger half sister. And
looking at Custom Car, I've a good idea
which half. But to be fair, we could have
done a lot worse. We could have been
related to Street Machine, or Women's
Own or some other women's magazine.
No, the CC folk aren't all bad. They lend
me cigarettes and occasionally bUy me
a drink at lunchtime - and wait a week
or so before they send the invoice.

In line with this friendship and co
operation, they've even let us elbow our
way into the Supernational Custom Car
Show at Olympia. We've wanted to
organise some sort of Breaker get
together for a while now but if you've
been fa any of the events staged over
the past year or so, you'll know the time
wasn't right. They sounded fine on
paper but once you pay your money
and get inside, you discover it's nothing
more than a collection of stalls selling
accessories, with the occasional AM rig
here and there, right? Things will be
different at the Breaker bash.

The timing of the show is the give
away - October 30/31 and November
1. Autumn isn't it? Ancj the Government
have said CB will be legalised by then.
Got to be in by the end of October
hasn't it? Course it will - have you no
faith? And legal rigs mean that you will
be able to see just what is available,
maybe even buy 0ge. Maybe even play
with one, if we can set it up.

So, apart from more rigs and twigs
and bits than the Home Office confisca
tion store, what else can you expect?
Like trucks? Course you do, you keep
asking for more in Breaker. OK then,
we'll give you trucks. Big and shiney
ones. Enough to bring out the wander
lust in you.

Now, the trucks are going to be in a
big hall off from the usual CC bit at
Olympia so we thought we'd call it the
truck hall. Pretty neat, huh? There will
also be truck/CB videos, various other

, things not yet finalised and a competi
tion or two, I wouldn't be surprised. It's
still early days yet (at the time of writing,
even earlier) but whatever else it might
be, it will be good. And a bit soggy,
probably, because I've been to CB club
meetings and the bar will be well
stocked.

As you rush from the main entrance
at Olympia to the truck hall (rolls off the
tongue doesn't it?) to hurl abuse and
blunt objects at us on the Breaker
stand, you might notice cars, bikes and
ladies without vests in the main hall.
That's the CC bit and to ensure these
good relations continue, I'd better teil
you something about that too. If you've
been to a Custom Car show before,
you'll know what to expect but don't let
that put you off. This year it promises to
be even better. There'lI be the cars, of
course. Hundreds of them and acres of
flash paint and tons of shiney chrome.
And there'lI be bikes too, not unlike
those that adorn the pages of Super
bike, the black sheep of the family if
ever there was one. The Radio One
Roadshow will be there Saturday and
we can all try and put off Steve Wright
who will be there to tell the listening

BREAKER

millions that you've just fallen over at
the bar. Yes he will.

It's no good. I was going to coolly
drop this in at the end but I can't be sure
of keeping your attention that long and
this is the bit you all want to know. The
infamous Custom Car photographic
stUdio, the oniy place that attracted
bigger crowds than the bar at the last
show, will be back again. With squashy
ladies dragging their stiletto heels over
all the most expensive paint jobs. But
who notices the cars, anyway? If you
get fed up with the stUdio, deep down I
too am disgusted (pant, pant), wander
on and you will find 16 TV screens,
showing American Graffiti, Two-Lane
Blacktop, Bullitt and all that stUff, and
40 Space Invader machines showing
you that you need more practice.

There'lI be a Saturday night disco
and cruise and a resident disco the rest
of the time and .. sounds good, huh?
Before I run out of space I'd better tell
you all about the limes and prices.

First, when. It opens at noon on
Friday October 30 and closes at 9pm
that evening. But you can bring your
hangover back from lOam to 7pm on
the Saturday (October 31) and, it you J,.,_~.
can stand the pace, at the same times
again on the Sunday (November 1).

Next, how much. Kids under 11 go in
free (that's 11 years not inches), under
14 £1.50. Adults are £2 on Friday and
Saturday, but £2.50 00 Sunday.

If you order your tickets in advance,
you're going to save yourself a iot of
hassle - plus a sheet or two if you
order enough. For every 20 tickets you
order in advance, we'll slip one extra in
free, so if you're in a club you can
sug~est a trip and then get in for
nufflnk. Or you can get the whole
committee in free if you order enough,
you little meanie, you. Whether you
want tickets in ones, two, or millions,
make a cheque out to Custom Car
Show Tickets and send it to John
Graham, Supernational Custom Car
Show, Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon CR9 2TA. And tell him how
many tickets you want for each day or
he'll slip something into my coffee. My
face, for example.

Finally, good old British Rail and
Grand Metropolitan Hotels have got
together and come up with a deal to
make you squeal. Bargainsville, or
what? For your money (more on that in
a trice) you get: Return rait ticket from
your local station; one or two nights
accommodation sharing a twin room
(private bathroom and colour TV); full k::==-l:---:::t;;;;:
English brekkers each morning of your I
stay and a Saturday ticket for the show.
We'll give you the full rundown of the
prices in next month's Breaker, so don't
go hustling BR, but just to whet your
appetite - from Devon it'll cost you
£31.64 for one night or £46.64 for two;
from Manchester £32.32 or £46.32 and
from central Scotland £41.93 or £55.93.
If you can make your own way to
London, the same deal without the fare
will set you back £32 for the two nights.
It sounds pretly good to me and also
means you can have a jolly smart time
on the town in London, see the shops,
feed the pigeons and fall in the Serpen
tine all in one trip.

We'll bring you more breath-taking
details of the show, plus the full works -
on the special deal (with booking form),
next month - in the meantime you'll
just have to wait. No patience, that's
your trouble.
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ABIG10"4 FROM
ROGER SQUIRE'S

EXPERT TECHNICAL
ADVICE OH HAND
IF NEEDED

CB RADI ..::s..-8- Featuring the most

\
comprehensive
range of
Accessories at theDEPARTMENTS \ \ keenest possible
pnces! Our range
includes:

All types of Antenna - Shakespeare, Firestik, and many
others! linear Amplifiers 25W - 100W, SWR Meters. Antenna
.Ma~chersand Trimmers. Dummy Loads, Standard Mics, Power
Mics, PSU's, Suppression Kits, TV1 Filters, PA Horns, Ext.
Speakers, in ract EVERYTHING YOU'D EVER NEED!

Roge"qui,e)
LONDON 176 Junction Road, London N19(50 yds Tufnell
Park Tube Station). Tel: 01·272 7474.
BIRMINGHAM 220 Broad Street, Nr. City Centre.
Tel: 021·643 6767.
MANCHESTER 251 Deansgate, M3. Tel: 061·B31 7676.
GLASGOW 1 Queen Margaret Road (Off Queen Margaret
Drive), Kelvinside G20. Tel: 041·946 3303 .

•

41 MOUNTFIElD AVENUE, HElLESDON, NORWICH, NORFOLK.
TELEPHONE NORWICH (0603) 47694.

W.T.A. ELECTRONICS. CB SPECIALISTS

SPECIAL OFFERS
GPO Type Bootlip Mount Antenna £6.95
Hy-Gain Telephone Handsets £11.25

Tee Shirts White/Pale Blue/Red or Yellow printed
with your handle £2.65 + 35p P&P.

All prices include VAT but exclude postage and packing.
Stockists of Avantl, Turner, Hy-Galn, Breml, Ham, K40,
Mlranda etc.

Telephone or write for a quote for any of your
CB requirements.

Mall Order our Speciality Personal Callers Welcome

SPEECH
PROCESSOR

IT'S HERE!
THEK4Q

299 _ Clalamoum Road, Halifax H)(36 AW. West Yorkshire.
lues-S't 9.46sm-S.30pm

104221 40792
24 hr Ansatonll Selylce

DON'T BE FOOLED BY IMITATIONS
THIS IS THE REAL THINGI

£26.50VAT 15% + packing
to NORTHERN COMMUNICATIONS

• Clips anywhere without a
clip

• Processes speech with 8
computer circuit

• Sound sensitive 2 inches
or 2 feet

• Two mics with one switch
• Fresh charge with no

batteries
• Noise cancellingl
• Guaranteed 12 months

against chipping, rusting,
cracking and electrical failure

•

NORTHERN
.COMMUNICATIONS

£77.50
£58.50
£33.00
£21.50
£10.95
£11.75
£79.95
£15.50
£11.95
£34.50

£4.95
£3.50

Avanti PDL 11
Avanti Sigma IV
Avanti 6ft Moonraker
Avanti 6ft Moonraker Mag.
Valor Half Breed 5ft Whip
Harada TK21 Retractable with splitter
Bremi BRL 200 Valve Linear
Bremi 5/7 Power Supply
Bremi 3/5 Power Supply
Ham Master 4500 Base Mike
PAlEXT Speakers from
Lock/Slide Mount
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133 FLAXLEY ROAD
STECHFORD
BIRMINGHAM B33 9HQ
ENGLAND
Tel: 021-7843129

-

1i====The South West===='1

Canons Marsh, Bristol:
* Films

* Disco

* Competitions
Adults - £1 .50 Chlldren/OAPs - SOp

Organisers:

-6 Stevens·West Exhibitions Ltd.
3 Bridge Street, GOdalming Tel: 0473-4460/80

•

rni[Jl~rI[J TfllfI[]lJrn
[lJlJflrI [Jr.~rlrlfll] Li[J .

C.B. RADIO EQUIPMENT
COLOUR T.V's. -VIDEO RECORDERS

CORDLESS TELEPHONES
BIRMINGHAM'S FOREMOST
IN C.B. RADIO EQUIPMENT

YAESU AMATEUR EQUIPMENT IN STOCK
CRYSTALS AVAILABLE FOR CONVERSION

SPECIAL PRICE THIS MONTH ON
HIRCHMANN ROTORS @ £34.90 each

K40 MIKES AND ANTENNAS @ £24.90 each

FULL RANGE OF:
ANTENNA SPECIALIST
VALOR ANTENNA INCORPORATED
TURNER MIC'S
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BREAKERS
BREAK INTO A
T-SHIRT OR

SWEATSHIRT
Professionally screen printed
with YOUR club logo or design.
Artwork FREE.
Designs originated.
Minimum order only 10.
Realistic prices.
Only best quality English and
USA garments used.
Prompt personal service,
Send coupon for details to:

t\rti6tt~ ._;._.."._.
·_·._··_··-·Oe6Igf)S

55 Low Road, Stowbridge,
King's Lynn, Norfolk PE34 3PE.
Tel: (0553) 810835
Please send details ofabove to:

Name ··············· · .

Address .

.......... , " .
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Calling All
Enterprising Breakers

Here's a great way to put money into your pocket,
your bust fund and offer a service to all Breakers

who are proud to show their handle

With a Gravograph Portable Engraving Machine and our
range of coloured badges you can produce personalised
badges for your club members and C.B. good buddies

everywhere.
You can also personalise your rig .nd engrave key rings,

pens, gear knobs and a host of other items.
No skill required - free demonstrations.

Write or tetephone today for details

BEECH & SON LTD.
MERIDIAN HOUSE,

SWANLEY, KENT BRS SAL.
Telephone: (0322) 63211

BREAKER



Think of France and think of
cars. No dummy, not Renault.
Think of fast cars,
turbo-chargers, two hundred
miles-an-hour on the straights.
Still no good? Well think of a
24·hour race, and I don't mean
the dash from SI Tropez for a
cross-channel ferry which
leaves Calais 30 seconds before
you get there. Still not got it?
This is getting worse than
'Twenty Questions'. I'll have 10
tell ~ou. It's Le Mans.

It 5 probably the most
glamorous race anywhere in the
world. Held every year at the
Bartha circuit, it attracts
competitors from all over the
place, even a few Brits. Mind
you, the lasltime we made areal
showing the A1was still the
Great North Road and two and
six would get you a dirty
weekend in Southend, with
some change. In those days
Bentlays were the fastest things
on the road, not like today when
they are just Rollers with a B on
the front. Still, that's progress for
you.

Nowadays, of course, it's all
Americans. After all, who else
can afford to run racing cars .
these days? Paul Newman was
over there last year and came
second, would you believe? He
wasn't the first and he won't be
the last.

But there is something else
the Americans are good at, and
that's CB. Where they go their
CB is certain to follow, and when
they go to France they do it in
some style. No Bedford with a
Jaws and a Firestik for this
bunch. They go the whole hog
with sophisticated rigs and
especially imported and
prepared trucks from the States.

As this is a CB mag lel's talk
about the CB first. A bunch of
Americans who don't speak
French can't have a lot of use for
their CB you may think, but
you'd be wrong. I mean you had
to be, because if you were right
then there would be nothing to
write about, would there? You
see, for a racing team CB is a
Godsend. It goes something like
this.

The cars go past the pits at
around 100 mph, and what with
cars coming and going out it can
become a bit hectic. The race
organisers decided to stop
people trying to signal to the
cars from the pits because it was
too dangerous with everything
else going on in such a small
area. The answer was to move
all the signallers to another area
at the bottom of the four-mile
Mulsanne straight.

Now, as the team mechanics
and pitcrew actually stay in the
pits you can see that there is
going to be a communication
problem. First the pits have to
signal to the signallers, and then
they have to signal to the cars.
Again the organisers had the
answer. They put in a row of
phones so the signallers can talk

BREAKER

to the pits, the only trouble being
that French phones are terrible
at the best of times. It's no fun if
you keep gelling through to the
Paris Opera House when your
boy out on the track is on fire,
out of petrol and only has three
wheels.

So what do you do? You get a
CB instead, that's what. All
these teams have trucks to cart
their cars about in, so you park
that behind the pits and install a
home base. Then you put a
mobile rig out by the signalling
area. Easy, see?

With all 40 channels available
to an American rig in a country
which only uses 22 you can be
sure of clear and quiet
communications. It means you
can sit in the signalling area and
be in full contact with the pits
while watching the cars come
down the Mulsanne straight at ..
235 mph - a sight never to be
forgotten.

It's a neat application of CB
that serves a real purpose, but
it's not the neatest thing the
Americans brought with them.
You should see their trucks. The
most impressive is from Bob
Akin's team. Financed by
Coca-Cola, they run a very neat
twin-turboed Porsche 935 K3
racing car. Because they only
use the one car they felt an artic
was a waste. so they settled for
a two-axle rigid chassis truck,
and what a truck. They took the
shortest chassis Kenworth
supply, but ordered the largest
14-litre turbo engine they do.

Not satisfied with that, the
body was made up with special
lightweight parts, alloy fuel
tanks. step plates, bumpers,
axle casing, beautiful Alco
wheels and all-alloy panelling;
Duane is the driver-mechanic. A
'good old boy' from Atlanta,
Georgia, he reckons the truck is
good for three figure speeds,
'This little ale boy's seen the .
good side of one-a-five'. There
is better than that though, 'We
can piss all over them wrinkly
little Citroens at the stop lights',
boasts Duane. All of which may
not sound very impressive, but
you have to remember that it's
with a race car and all its spares
on board.

The Mazda team needed
space for two cars, so they
opted for a semi-trailer behind a
classic long-nosed Peterbilt.
The Peterbill is a standard
model shipped over especially
for Mazda, and although it's not
as flash as the Atkin Kenworth it
still cuts a dash. It's finished in
black. with alloy wheels and
bumpers, chrome exhaust
stacks and a set of American
licence plates.

Most expensive of all the
race-crew rigs must be the
Cooke-Woods Kenworth
conventional with the same
engine as the Atkin's short
chassis job. The Cooke-Woods
team race a Porsche 935 (at
£90,000 each not cheap) and a

brand new ground effect Lola
with the 935 engine. These two,
plus three spare motors, add up
to 4500 bhp and over £250,000.
No way is this Le Mans lark for
your ordinary punter.

The Cooke-Woods bunch
comes from California, and it
shows in the presentation of

I
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their Kenworth. It's black,
custom painted and heavily
chromed. Impressive is hardly
the word.

So next time you're at Le
Mans - take a good look
around the car park. 11'11 show
you there's more to motor racing ...
than piddly little cars. ,..
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SWRMETERS
SWRMETERS
SWR/FS/PW
SWR/FS
CB RIG TESTER
ANTENNAS MATCHES

ACCESSORIES
PAHORNS
EXT. SPEAKERS
BOOKS, MAGS.
& BADGES

MIKES (POWER)
Turner Super sidekick
Turner M + 3B
Ham Masters
K40
007/Power Mike
Ham Relex

CONNECTORS
PL259
PL258
4 PIN MIKE PLUG
PAJACK
MAGNETIC MOUNT KIT
CABLE (SMALL)
CABLE (LARGE)

LINEAR AMPLIFIES
Burners 25n-100n
Variale Amplifiers
PreAmps
Boosters

I'm setting a course for
CENTRAL BROADCASTING SUPPLIES

PLANET EARTH
for all my CB ACCESSORIES

BASE ANTENNAS
SKY LAB
AVANTI
SILVER ROD
CITY STAR
GPZ27

MOBILE ANTENNAS
DV27
OX 27
K27
OX 27%
Retractable with splitter
Electric retractable
K40
Rubber Ducks
2ft Firestiks
3ft Firestiks
4ft Firestiks
5ft Firestiks
7ft Firestiks

UNIT6
STEWART STREET

WOLVERHAMPTON
WEST MIDLANDS

TEL: 21880-772143
TELEX: 336789
OPEN

Mon-Fri 10am-7pm
Sat 1Oam - 6pm
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It could be argued that magazines like
Breaker shouldn't get invoived in poli
tics. But since this is a CB magazine
and the people of this country have
been prevented from using CB by
successive governments over the years
we think this argument holds about as
much water as the average fishnet

,stocking. Contradictions are rife in poli
tics, so we'll start with a few just to put
you in the right mood. Or the wrong
mood.

Polifics are fundamental in the
development of CB in this country, or
rather in ifs non-development. But our
involvement is in non-party politics, or
rather all-party politics, because we
have to criticise any government which
doesn't give this coun.try what it wants
and needs - an acceptable, workable,
legal citizen's band service. Confused
yet? Fine, you're coming along nicely.

.Let's look at a bit of theory, that should
really finish you off.

Political science. You might have
studied it at school br college - almost
certainly over a pint or two down at the
local - but political science is a
contradiction in terms. I draw the line at
arguing with dictionaries and mine says
a science is the systematic search for
formulated information. Proving
theories methodically, that sort of thing.
But in politics, by the time you have
tried to prove a theory you might have
screwed up the country - and I don't
intend to give any examples here.
Every faction, right left or sitting on the
cats' eyes, has its own beliefs and they
all think they are right. Except those on
the left, who think they are correct but
you get my drift, don't you? No? You're
almost ready for the world of politics.

To go back to the scientific definition,
politics is about as methodical as a
stampeded herd of bufallo. And just as
subtle. The formulae are as sound as
the stalt Capri. And just as long-lived.

Now you're all in a frenzied stafe of
confusion, you are ready to enter the
political arena. And step carefully,
atheist lions do if anywhere ...
The people of Warrington are warm,
genuine and out-spoken, so I don't
think they will be too upset if I say their
town wasn't perhaps the most famous
name on crowded map ot the UK until a
couple of months ago. Sitting just by the
tonsils of the of the mouth of the River
Mersey, you might say it's in the shade
of the collective masses of Liverpool on
its one side and Manchester on the
other. You might say it's more important
than the two of them put together but
then you'd probably live in Warrington.

Until a coupie of months ago, most
people knew it as the home of Vodka,

and I knew it as the place where my
auntie Sheila used to live. Now it's
known all over the world as the place
where the Social Democrats took their
first tentative, and significant step into
British politics. The whole world knows
because every newspaper, TV station
and parish gazette has told them. The
Warrington Labour candidate called
them 'the media party' and while we
certainly don't want to criticise any of
the parties they did get more exposure
than the nudists in Brighton. At times
you wouldn't have thought there were
any other candidates, but there were.
Ten others to be exact. And one of
them was lan Leslie, chairman of the
National Committee for the Legalisation
of Citizen's Band Radio (Natcolcibar).

The National Committee, made up
.from CB experts and major club repres
entatives from all over the country, has
been fighting for an acceptable CB
system for years and they are
accepted, if not welcomed with opened
arms, by the Home Office and the
Government - something which was
proven when Whitelaw decided he
should find out why the British breakers
were kicking up a fuss and met mem
bers of the Committee for discussion.

Previous to The Meeting they had
been approached by the Red City
Breakers in Warrington who were sug
gesting putting a candidate up for the
by-election, and after the meeting they
decided they would..They realised that
they wouldn't have the combined
mights of Labour, the SDP, the Tories
and Bill Boakes quaking in 'their shoes
but they also realised that the world and
his camera woUld. be .looking at War
rington and they might be noticed.
Maybe even listened to.

So lan Leslie was to stand as a
independent for Citizen's Band Radio.
They set to work.

Ever organised an election cam
paign? From scratch in about 30 days?
With no money? If you have, you have
our sympathy and can we have your
phone number? If you haven't, just
consider the resources available to the
other candidates, than subtract just
about everything and you'll be left with
the resources of the CB radio candi
date.

Top of the Things You Need To Fight
A By-election list is our friend who
raises his ugly head so often he must
get cramp - money. In politics, money
is the root of all good. But so that it
doesn't turn into a US-style spectacular
there is a limit to the amount parties can
spend. Approximately £1,700, plus
1V2P for every constituency member
able to vote. For big three - or should

that now be three and a half or four 
that is no problem but for the smaller
parties, and the independents, it is
something of a headache.

lan's campaign was short of money
and short of time to raise it in. The
National Committee obviously dipped
into their funds and some clubs 
surprisingly most of the support came
from Bolton, Runcorn and Bury 
made donations but they were still a
long way short of their minimum, never
mind the maximum. Printing is perhaps
the largest expense and Breaker
helped out by producing leaflets but the
rest had to be begged, overdrawn or
borrowed.

lan's agent was local businessman
Eric Carter (also known as DIY man),
chairman of another local club The
Stardusters, who with his wife Greek
Goddess even provided accommoda
tion for lan and anyone else in town on
election business. Including me. Greek
Goddess cooks fine steaks too.

I arrived in Warrington on the morn
ing of the by-election and it was raining.
It's only an umbrella's throw from
Manchester, after all. It was also early
closing day and I soon realised I wasn't
seeing Warrington at its best. I went
first to lan's HQ, a CB shop run by Lady
Rose, a lovely lady who runs yet
another local club (t11ere were five at
the last count) and gave us all free run
of the shop and regular cups of tea.

Spirits were high. Bad weather inevit-



The candldatelan Leslte and his wife Valerle (centre) with agent Eric Carter and his wife Shlrley,

votes meaning he too had lost his
deposit and it was time for the
speeches. Hoyle attacked Jenkins ·and
Jenkins attacked Hoyle.

Bill Boakes, a Dickensian character
who stands in every by-election, thank
ed the '14 complete strangers' who had
voted for him. lan Leslie said a special
thanks to the officials who had treated
him with the same respect as the other
candidates. And Sorrel, the Tory candi
date, mouthed and gestured Violently
but silently over the cheers and jeers.

In the foyer, lan Leslie told me he
was naturally disappointed but made
the point that they didn't choose the
Warrington by-election - it was simply
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completed in just over two hours with
out the aid of the Breaker computer.
She was at home watching it on TV, of
course.

The acting returning officer
approached the microphone to read out
the results and the hall was suddenly
quieter than Warrington High Street on
early closing day, We suffered through
the customary jeers and cheers as he
told an eagerly awaiting world that the
SDP had taken 12,521 votes slashing
Labour'S majority to around 1,700, the
lowest in 35 years of Labour MPs in
Warrington. Tenth on the alphabetical
list of candidates was lan Leslie. He
had 111 votes. The cheers and jeers
returned as it was announced thaf the
Tory candidate had received 2,102

ably means a low poll and a low poll
would be good news for the CB party
because dedicated voters turn out in all
weathers (in theory), thus giving the
minority parties and independents a
higher percentage of the votes. A
candidate needs an eighth of the votes
cast If he, she or it ever wants to see the
£150 deposit again.

Realising their lack of resources they
decided that door to door canvassing
was out of the question and after
distributing the pamphlets they
resigned themselves to getting the
message across on PA systems from
cars. They had an obvious advantage
here when you think about it. lan and
several other volunteers were out
spreading the gospel when I arrived
and Eric, mine host for the proceedings, 1._-------1was setting off to do the same. We left I,
in his Cortina estate, complete with nine
foot Firestik, numerous other antennae
and windows full of stickers. We also
had a tape of CB Independence, the
song adopted by the National Commit
tee, and enough to frighfen people info
voting for anything.

There's not a lot to attract the people
of Wl\rrington onto the streets on early
closing day but we toured the housing
estates and women stopped ironing to
look out of the window and men
stopped digging up potatoes to lean on
their spades and kids danced on the
pavements. Really. Who is this Pied
Piper anyway? What he needed was
music to brainwash and stickers to
entice . .

Just fa show breakers aren't particu
lar who they heip, Eric broke into a car
for two rather embarrassed SDP can
vassers who had locked themselves
out. There seemed to be more canvas
sers on the streets than Warringtonites,
and the CB Radio car got a wave from
them too. The sun even came out which
improved my impression of Warrington
but meant that more people would vote
on their way home from work.

The small band of dedicated workers
met up at the Red City Breakers' clllb a
couple of hours before we were due at
the hall being used for the count. lan
was satisfied that everything possible
had been done in the short time
available and with the limited resources
on hand. Not surprisingly, he and Eric
were looking tired - both had given up
two weeks' holiday for the campaign
and both were due back at work the
following Monday. I somehow got the
impression that the SDP's Uncle Way
Jenkins wouldn't be clocking on for a
day or two at least.

Three representatives from the Bol
ton ciub arrived to give a few final words
of encouragement and various people
made the inevitable guesses at the
result. 'I'm hoping for around 2,000
votes.' 'We'll be lucky to get 100.'
'Perhaps we should have .. .' 'If only
we'd been abie to , . .' All we needed
was a swingometer.

So to the count. Each candidate is
allowed eight scrutineers, who patrol
the rows of counters to ensure that one
vital voting slip isn't left in the corner of
the ballot box. We donned our rosettes,
just in case the TV cameras mistook
one of us for Shirley Williams, and the
counting commenced. And very effi
cient it was too. A 67 per cent turnout
meant around 27,500 votes across 11

44 candidates and the whole thing was



the first available opportunity. The
world's media had watched the SDP/
LabourlTory battle but couldn't spare
the time for the other eight candidates,
the result being that they were all tarred
with the same 'extremist cranks' brush.
The voters were carried along in the
SDP/Labour debate and were too con
cerned with making their political stand
to spare a vote to make a point.

Eric Carter felt he had been let down
by the local breakers but cheered up
after chatting with some of them on the
air who felt the CB Radio Party had
done a fine job and they would have
voted for them but felt their Labour or
SDP vote was to important; something
which most people involved had antici-

At Ihe count with James Bryanl (left), the CB candldale for Croydon NW.

page in the history books, in the SDP
chapter, and it just wanted to be left
alone again. They had enough on their
plates sitting between two cities hit by
riots.

But things don't end with Warrington.
The next by-election is Croydon North
West and at the time of writing it looks
set for Octoberish with Shirley Williams
patting the children and kissing the
dogs. And a CB Radio candidate will be
there too - Natcolcibar president,
James Bryant. Warrington was just the
start and the National Committee intend
to contest every by-election until some
one listens.

Having decided now means they
have more time to organise and we'll
bring you more details next month but
it's worth making the point that the
National Committee aren't just fighting
for existing breakers but also for the
breakers of the future, to ensure the
Government introduce a service which
is compatible with Europe and which
will work ettectively in this country. After
waiting so long, it would be easy to
welcome the FM system with its limited
range and total incompatibility with any
other CB service anywhere else in the
world. It would certainly take off in the
short term, if only because the UK is
desperate for a legal service, but the
Government themselves admit it will
eventually have to be changed to bring
us in line with neighbouring countries.

So the work for the Croydon by
election has started. Maybe it will
change things, maybe it won't but
we've got to be optimistic, haven't we?
Breaker will support the National Com
mittee but, as we've said before, we will
continue to keep you up to date with al/
developments and news on CB in this
country. If you are eagerly awaiting FM
and it is introduced, you won't be
ignored. In the meantime, it makes
sense to do everything we can to get a
service which won't be scrapped within
a few years.

As we've seen, making a point effec
tively is a very expensive business
and ... well, basically, the National
Committee want your money. A cam
paign fund has been set up and any
individual breakers or clubs who want
to help get the message across ever so
loud and clear in Croyders, having
learnt from the mistakes made in War
rington (and don't forget, the whole
country will be watching Croydon too),
can help to oil the wheels of the election
machinery by sending a cheque or
postal order, made payable to the
Citizens' Band Parliamentary Account,
to James Bryant, 16 Church Rd., St.
Marks, Cheltenham, Gloucestershire or
lan Leslie, 71 Dutzes Avenue, London
N102PY.

Now, if you've decided to make your
wallet a little lighter, think again and
double it because they are still hun
dreds of pounds in the red following the
Warrington campaign. I know things are
tight at the moment (I've had to sell my
country residence recently so don't tell
me about poverty) but every little helps
and you can always take out a second
mortgage. If you can help by distribut
ing pamphlets or similar, drop a line to
lan Leslie or James Bryant.

If the battle is eventually won, the
breakers of the future will have you to
thank. And even if it's not, well, it won't
be your fault, will it? 45



MUNZA
132 Norfolk Street

GLASGOWG5
Telephone (041) 429 1519

Call on us for all your C.B. Accessories.

We stock all types of antennas/mag mounts, Firestik,
home base etc. all types of mikes/power mikes,

double holder, power mike with variable gain pre
amp. ham-master etc. etc. etc. etc.

All types of speakers, C.B. ext. loudspeakers, water
resistant pneumatic, loudspeakers, Midland small
loudspeakers etc. All types of SWR meters and all
type power supply. All types of amplifiers, green
box and blue box, cable mounts/adaptorsIDV27,

antennas, all types of mike holders/plugs etc.

All items subject to availability. Strictly wholesale.
Best prices in town.

We also stock large ranges of fancy goods, watches,
lighters, gold and silver jewellery and are. one of the

leading wholesalers of costume jewellery.

Any enquiries please do not hesitate to contact us.
Hoping to serve you soon.

MUNZA IMPORTERS
AND DISTRIBUTORS LTD
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: ( A SHORT PRICE LIST FROM A BIG SELECTION OF C.B. GOODIES) :

• •• •... ANTENNA MIKES it"
... DV.27.......... . I:U5 BA$E ANDMOBtLE BY TURNER. K.40. it"
.. D.S.G. 27 .. . I:U5 lESON. ELECTRA.. MIRANDER. C.B. it"
~ K21......................... ... 1:9.95 MASTER AND HY·GAIN it"
.. VAlORSAl S.M.F £24.95 POWER SUPPLY (Ttln,lormer') it".
.. VAlOR53IS.M.F... . £23.95 BRS31 5AMP £17.SO it"
: VALOR S60 "':::::::. ~;U~ BRS 26 3 AMP £13.40 it"
.. VAlOR520..... BRS27 3AMP (De-lu.}£14.40 it"
.. TURNER SIGNAL KICKER.. . 1:29.95 BRS 35 10 AMP . 1:39.95 it"
.. SYPANIA SOUND STICKS 1:37.50 ACCESSORIES it"

: ~J~~~~~MAG}... ...::::::::::g~:~ ~~'~TCH'EFi::: Fro:~~:~ :
: ~8~~~~~E·R·::: ::::::~~~i~!:~ ~~~r~~~::: :::::::::~~~iH~ t
.. POWER REDUCER...... .. ....... £18.95 it"
.. BASE ANTENNAS COMPLETE STOCK OF All +;
... SIGMA I V.... 1:49.00 PlUGS.CABlE. FUSES. T V.l. FILTERS it"
~ SKYV,B.......... . 1:18.12 AND ANTENNA ACCESSORIES :

;:, grt'v1:~~~6'::::::'" :.:::::: ~~:::; NEW SUPER DIGITAL :t WHiSKy......................... . 1:111.83 +;
... SHAKESPEAR4061.. 1:25.95 U.F.O. SCANNER +;
... 3 ELEMENT BEAM . .. .. 1:48.00 TRANSFORM YOUR 40 CH. RIG to 25.995 +;
: _ 28.000 MHZ in 5 KHVSTEPS. :

lI- ~WC~~.~. . 1:19.43 i~I~~~i.1~18~S~a~t400 CH :
~ .BRt.70,...................... ... 1:41.10 FORONlY 1:95.40 it"
... SKIPMASTER 100... . 1:89.10 OPENING TIMES it"
... BREMl200 1:115.00 MON '0 F •
: C.P.loo... . 1:85.00 SAT RI '~~.::~:::: :

.. SUNOA Y CLOSEO +;

• •
~ WE WILL ALSO TAKE ALL REPAIRS. 24 HOURS SERVICE ON MOST ITEMS. t
: :* Trade Enquiries Always Welcome Phone 027·784 4523 :• •***************************************************

•

•

Have you registered your handle on the National
Register yet, along with rig and serial number. If
not and you really value your handle and the
safety of your rig, then register today. Phone us at
the above number or write, and we will send you

all the details of how it works.

ALL IT WILL COST YOU
TO REGISTER IS £1.50

That includes a membership badge and card.
Also for Breakers without rigs and Breakers who
are awaiting legislation, you may register your

handle only.

FL YING DUTCHMAN
Coventry

AGENTS WANTED ALL AREAS

Central Bureau of Registration

REGISTERED OFFICE:

31 KINGSWAY
STOKE, COVENTRY

lel: Coventry (0203) 459655

s

A
PVATT

DESIGN

K9
Full money back guarantee.

keeps your hearing and sanity intact
Does the local turkey stamp on you whenever you're listening to a raint OX? Does

nelolt door'sModel T Dagenham Dustbin interference deafenyou? Does Niagara Falls
roar thru your shack whenever you break on FM? Does your rig need three hands
one for volume, one for voice lock and one to key your mike when you're tJying for
your Stateside goodbuddy?

Ifyou have to say Yes 10any ofthese questions. then the K·9 Kruncher is lor you.
The British-designed and manufactured K-9 Kruncher levels all output from the

audio stage of your rig. It reduce strong signals. strengthens weak ones and maintains
whatever level you selk limits spikes and extraneous noise so that you gel all those
copies you would normallymiss because you darenltum the volume up toMax.And it
fits virtually all rigs.

The K-9 Kruncher also produces many domestic benefits. It reduces household
friction and lets your family sleepal nightwhile you break with your ears on - in safety

Why didn't someone think of it before? AJI this peace ofmind and the best copies
__ X,:~:.v~~~a2~f~~~~:~~.~5_p~~~'p:. ---- - - - X .

To: Skylab CB, 2c Keighley Road, Crossflatts. Bingle}\ W. Yorks.
While Istill have myhearing and sanity intact. please send me 0
(write in quantity) K·9 Krunchers.1 enclose cheque/P.O. for
£21.45 (£ 19.95 plus £. 1.50 post t. pkg) per unit

Name .

Address ..
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D A.
You know howwe've been keeping you
up to date each month on the develop
ments. within REACT? This has hap
pened, that has happened, everything's
coming along fine and so on? Well, this
month is different. And it just goes to
show that we've been right all these
months - things have come along very
well indeed.

Although Alasdair Mackay, REACT's
executive managing director, has been
regularly updating us and we've been
passing it on to you, it's happened in
bits and pieces and things haven't
seemed very concrete lately. Now you
can see the result of all the work that's
been going on the behind the scenes.
The resuit of hours of meetings and
organising all over the country.

There is now a nationwide network of
teams, split into regional zones, area
zones, counties and individual monitor
ing groups. Some have aiready begun
monitoring on AM - something which
REACT knows is happening and under
stands but doesn't condone. Illegal
monitoring is not done under the
REACT name and they are still keen to
maintain their strictiy legal, above board
stance.

Many REACT members are not using
illegal equipment. They belong to the
very patient millions who are waiting for
a legal service to be introduced. And.
when you've got teams of eager volun
teers, who read the news and know
they can do something to help, that's
easier said than done.

Together they add up to a compre
hensive monitoring service which will
be there whenever you need it, where
ever you need it, and will be available to
co-ordinate with the Red Cross, St John
Ambulance, civil defence and local and
national authorities when necessary. All
these organisations have recognised
REACT - something which can be
attributed to their clean image.

The structure is set up but they stilt
need the help of the breaker in the
street, that's you bud, who can spare an

hour here and there to provide the man
power. If you haven't joined you'll find a
form somewhere on these pages and
that, and any other enquiries regarding
membership, should be sent to the
executive director Peter Horne al 10
Buckingham Way, Sharnford, Leices
tershire. Any other enquiries or corres
pondence should go to Alasdair
Mackay at Strathnaver, 142 Lutter
worth Road, Nuneaton, Warwickshire.

There's a lot to get through this
month, so we'lt leave it to the map
(thanks Mac) to explain the breakdown
and the key to fill in the gaps. There are
a total of seven regional directors,
seven deputy regional directors, 21
area co-ordinators, 21 deputy area
co-ordinators and 59 county co
ordinators.

If you're unfamiliar with REACT it's
worth noting that since it was first set up
in the States in 1962 they have handled
over 60 million emergency calls includ
ing around 15 million road accidents.
Many of the US teams operate from
their homes, as they will here, but the
Michigan Emergency Patrol (REACT
team 2036), formed 14 years ago, is
centrally based, operating from the
Fisher BUiiding in Detroit.

The colour pix give you a quick
guided tour and some idea how well
equipped the US operation has be
come. They show the Fisher building,
the antennas, entrance reception,
award plaques, radiQ room, radio con
sole, weather radio and so on. Not
necessarily in that orde,,' 'but we've
saved you an air ticket to Detroit so you
can't complain.

STOP PRESS: We've just heard that
a nine month FM evaluation and de
monstration licence has been issued to
REACT by the Home Office. Their
findings wilt be released to REACT
members and Breaker readers as soon

. as the necessary tests have been ..
carried out. ,..

I
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NO HERN
IRELAND

On your left, the REACT national structure plan, neatly
confined within a map of the British Isles, and (right)

the key to all the numbered areas. The pic (above)
shows the REACT chairman Tony Joiner signing the

charter that made REACT UK official. The other smiles
belong to (left to right) Alasdair Mackay, Peter Home,

Janet Mackay and Dale Wright.

BREAKER
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Membership Form for REACT UK Supporters Club

y'

Annual Membership £5 each. . Cl
DonationContribution Cl
Sponsorship Contribution.... . Cl

Name .
Address .

-----------,
I
I
I
I
I
I
I..---51

---
. PICode .

EXECUTIVE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Chief Executive Director
(Chairman REACT·UK)

Mr A AJoiner JP
3 Bridge Cotterell
Bristol
Avon

Deputy Chief Executive Director
(Vice chairman REACT-UK)

Mr D Wright BSc
11 Tewksbury Road
St Werburghs
Bristol
Avon

Executive Managing Director
(REACT·UK co-ordinator)

Mr A Mackay
Strathnaver
142 Lutterworth Road
Nuneaton
Warwickshire
CV, 1 6PE. Tel: (0203) 383005

Executive Director
(team registration)

Mr P D Home
10 Buckingham's Way
Sharnford
Leicestershire
LX103PX

Executive Director
(administration - finance)

Mrs J E Mackay BSc
Strathnaver
142 Lutterworth Aoad
Nuneaton
Warwickshire

Executive Director
(REACTer UK editor)

MrV Bull
17 Church Road
Harold Park
Romford
Essex
AM30JX

Executive Director
Insp J B Cambell
Devon and Cornwall
Constabulary H Q
Middlamoor
Exeter
Devon

County .

2 Gwynedd
(Two county co-ordinators)

Area Zone Code 13 (area co-ordinator)
1 Powys
2 Dyfed
3 West Glamorgan
4 Mid Glamorgan
5 Gwent
6 South Glamorgan

(Six county co-ordinators)

REGIONAL ZONE CODE 005
NORTHERN
(Regional Director)
Area Zone Code 14 (area co-ordinator)
1 Greater Manchester
2 Merseyside
3 Cheshire
1 (Three county co-ordinators)
Area Zone Code 15 (area co-ordinator)
1 North Yorkshire
2 West Yorkshire
3 South Yorkshire
4 Humberside

(Four county co-ordinators)
Area Zone Code 16 (area co-ordinator)
1 Cumbria
2 Lancashire

(Two county co-ordinators)
Area Zone Code 17 (area co-ordinator)
1 Northumberland
2 Tyne and Wear
3 Durham
4 Cleveland

(Four county co-ordinators)

REGIONAL ZONE CODE 006
SCOTLAND
(Regional Director)
Area Zone Code 18 (area co-ordinator)
1 Lothian
2 Borders

(Two county co-ordinators)
Area Zone Code 19 (area co-ordinator)
1 Strathclyde
2 Central
3 Dumfries and Galloway

(Three county co-ordinators)
Area Zone Code 20 (area co-ordinator)
1 Highland
2 Grampian
3 Tayside

(Three county co·orqinators)

REGIONAL ZONE CODE 007
NORTHERN IRELAND
(Regional Director)
Area Zone Code 21 (area co-ordinator)
1 Antrim
2 Tyrone
3 Fermanagh
4 Armagh
5 Down

(Five county co-ordinators)
Regional Zone OOS -Isle of Man
Regional Zone 009 - Channallsles--------

10 Buckinghams Way, Sharnford, Leicestershire LE10 3PE

Receipts issued on request with stamped sae enclosed Cl--------------.

Please find enclosed my
Money Order/Cheque made out
To: REACTUK

NATIONAL STRUCTURE PLAN OF
REGIONAL ZONES, AREAS AND
COUNTIES
(Aeler to map)

REGIONAL ZONE CODE 001
SOUTH WEST ENGLAND
(Regional Director)
Area Zone Code 01 (area co-ordinator)
1 Gloucestershire/Avon
2 Wiltshire
3 Somerset
4 Dorset

(Four county co-ordinators)
Area Zone Code 02 (area co-ordinator)
1 Devon
2 Cornwall

(Two county co-ordinators)

REGIONAL ZONE CODE 002
SOUTH EAST ENGLAND
(Regional Director)
Area Zone Code 03 (area co-ordinator)
1 Oxfordshire
2 Buckinghamshire
2 Berkshire
4 Hampshire

(Four county co-ordinators)
Area Zone Code 04 (area co-ordinator)
1 Surrey
2 West Sussex
3 East Sussex
4 Kent

(Four county co-ordinators)
Area Zone Code 05 (area co-ordinator)
Greater London Area - area co-ordinator
Area Zone Code 06 (area co-ordinator)
1 Bedfordshire
2 Hertfordshire
3 Essex

(Three county co-ordinators)
Area Zone Code 07 (area co-ordinator)
1 Cambridgeshire
2 Norlolk
3 Suffolk

(Three county co-ordinators)

REGIONAL ZONE CODE 003
MIDLANDS
(Regional Director)
Area Zone Code 08 (area co-ordinator)
1 Leicestershire
2 Northamptonshire

(Two county co·ordinators)
Area Zone Code 09 (area co-ordinator)
1 Staffordshire
2 West Midlands
3 Warwickshire

(Three county co-ordinators)
Area Zone Code 10 (area co-ordinator)
1 Salop
2 Hereford and Worcestershire

(Two county co-ordinators)
Area Zone Code 11 (area co-ordinator)
1 Derbyshire
2 Nottinghamshire
3 Lincolnshire

(Three county co-ordinators)

REGIONAL ZONE CODE 004
WALES
Area Zone Code 12 (area co-ordinator)
, Clwyd--------

BREAKER
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Welcome to another Easy as QSL, and
very many thanks for all your letters and
cards. My postman says he is going to
request premature retirement if my
postbag gets any bigger, but he says
it's better than not having a job at all.
Hard to know where to start really so
we'll dig deep into the bag and see what
comes up first.

First out is a club card from a
member of the Victory Breakers Club of
Portsmouth from VB180, lan Wilkinson
of 68 Buckland Close, Waterlooville,
Hants. Nice to see so many clubs have
their own QSL cards these days. More
club cards - one from 116 SDX 128 of
Scottish DX Club and three British
Concorde members cards: 70 BC S9C
John and Sheila Smith of 31 Ribble
Street, Bacup, Lanes OL13 9RH; 70 BC
6SC Sidewinder, Peter Breed of 43
Greedon Rise, Sileby, Leicester LE12
nE; and 70 BC 127C Happy Jack,
Richard Joyce of 11 Howard Avenue,
West Wittering, Sussex P020 SEX.
You can get more information on the
club by writing to British Concorde
International at the address on the list
attached.

Some nice club cards in from English
International members. A very nice
personalised card, complete with a
photograph, came from El 196, Bill and
Norma Stacy of 13 Hillside, Tunstall,
Sunderland, Tyne and Wear SR3 1YN.
One of the best I have seen on the
domestic scene, well done Bill and
Norma. And a nice club card from the
Bunclody Sidebanders DX Club (hon
est) of Ireland from Michael Lacey of
Ferns PO, Co. Wexford, Ireland. How
about some more details of your club
Michael?

Had a QSL returned as 'insufficient
address' from Wilson Gray of Deepwell
Farm, Chadwell, Northumberland. Any
one know where the Flycatcher has
disappeared to? Any of you interested
in canaries or parrots? Send a QSL to
The Birdman, alias lan Gilbert of 2 Old
Shore Road, Drigg, Holmrook, Cumbria
CA19 1XP, who would be delighted to
swap QSLs. His one illustrates 'Chilly
Willy' the pengUin, a nice home de
signed card. Had a great one from my
old friend Alistair COOL AID Southby,
really clever design by the Dirty Doodler
showing the man himself piloting an
ambulance, Alistair's job. He is now the
English representative of The Sand
castle QSL Swap Club International of

BREAKER
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USA, and a stamped addressed en
velope to him at 25 Park Hill, Church
Crookham, Hampshire, will bring you
full details of this excellent well estab
lished QSL club.

Two attractive Custom Charlie cards
(FR and A Howell Printers Tel 01 848
9241): the first from The Skolar, Adrian
Haines of 38 Cromwell Drive, Slough,
Berkshire SC1 3NF, and the other from
Music Man, Clem and Anne Bain of 151
Ferryboat Lane, Hylton Castte, Sunder
land, Tyne and Wear. Drop them a line
for a good QSL card. Malcolm, Lancer
man, El 530, sends a regal-gold card
from 3 Stonecroft, Penwortham, Pre
ston, Lancashire.

Had a nice long chat with Tony, The
Archbishop, of The East Kent Breakers
DX Club, who have a really well
designed club QSL. This is a club for
Kent breakers, and whilst it does not
accept postal applications at present,
they meet at The Ship, Up Street,
Canterbury every Thursday, but you
can drop them a supply of your cards
for distribution to their members at PO
Box 81, Canterbury, Kent CTl 2XG. All
cards sent will have replies, I am
assured, as the DX club have over 200
members, most of whom are great
QSLers. If you are ever in the area give
The Archbishop in Canterbury a call.

Had a nice letter from Alan Booth of
11 Crawford Avenue, Roe Green,
Worsley, Manchester M28 4RE, who
contacted the Silly Tower QSL Club in
Rotterdam after reading 'all about it in a
previous Breaker. Consequently he and
a friend were invited over to Holland to
attend the club's meeting and they had
a great time. They came back with a
request to try and obtain some British
QSL cards for the club to pass on to
their members, so if you would like to
participate send Alan a supply of your
QSL cards, and he will collate them and
send them on. Don't forget to sign and
date them.

What a giant QSL card from 70BC
198C Steve of 13 Western Avenue,
Buckingham, Bucks. It appears to be a
stock card of the Mariner Series with
'Greetings from the CBers of Great
Britain' and a nice large map of the
British Isles, but alas no Ireland. Should
be well received in the USA, the
QSLers over there are map-mad! Re
ceived some handle cards from 14 year
old Calum Anderson, The Yankee, of
218 Hamilton Road, Mount Vernon,
Glasgow G32 9QU. They are small but
very good quality and he has invested
all his pocket money Into these for
QSLing, so make a lad really happy and
send him one of your cards.

Another prominent English Interna
tional card, from Stewart and Maureen
of 6 Warwick Road, West Denton,
Newcastle Upon Tyne, NE5 2BS - and
Fish Fingers to you folks (drop them
your card and see why). Nice to see Big
Ben Club Cards doing the rounds. I had
one in from BB130 Ken of 13 Lord
Holland Lane, London, SW9 6NN, and
another from Donald BB171 of Picsou
72 PO Box 18, 2015 Areuse, CH,
Switzerland. If you drop him a line don't
forget a plain envelope please because
they are worse off than us legally
speaking. We will have a full write-up
on Jim Glavin's Big Ben DX-QSL Club
in the next issue, but if you can't wait,
drop him a line at PO Box 14, Godal
ming, Surrey GU7 1PS.

BREAKER

Nice card just in from Harry W Hertz,
president of Super-Stinky, that ever
excellent QSL Club of Postfach 2664, D
6750 Kaiserslautern, West Germany.
He is also REACT unit number 92 over
there and monitors 27.065Mhz and the
club's DX Channel on 27.775 lower
sideband, every night, so some of you
SWL's might just hear him. He is
always pleased to help any English
speaking CB friends that travel through
hiS city and he tells me the coffee pot is
alwavs on.

Bob Cardwell of British Bulldog Inter
national DX Club of 23 Russell Avenue,
Colwyn Bay, Clwyd LL29 ?TR, writes to
let us know that the rubber stamps are
now in stock, and a new newsletter and
club roster should be available by the
time this reaches you. Bob has some
nice QSL cards so drop him an SAE
and see what he sends. Nice selection
of cards in from Dave and Beverley
Green of 109 Stamford Street, Gran
tham, Lincs NG31 7BS, including his
own new card with the Union Jack
prOUdly flying, and enclosing some of
the 700 QSL cards that Nelis Guido (CB
Station Tomatje) A. Wellenstraat 20,
2610 Wilrijk, Belgium, left when he
visited recently. Dave and Bev have
been invited back to Belgium as guests
of Nelis - how about that for QSLing
friendship?

Bob Seberini of PO Box 1892, Eden
vale 1610, South Africa, writes with
details of the Zulu Alpha DX Club that
he runs over there, so send him a reply
coupon for details. The club have an
excellent rubber stamp, key rings and
stickers illustrating the club emblem, a
lion's head. Bob also sends a long letter
describing his life, interests and mag
nificent country and it makes you quite
envious. Looks like a good club pack
age, might well be worth a try.

The funniest QSL card yet came this
month from The Flasher, alias Craig J
Bain WN 4332, of PO Box 30319,
Lower Hutt, New Zealand. Hell,
Flasher, you must be the ugliest var
mint in the Southern Hemisphere. Good
job you sent me a photo of you and your
lovely Blondie. The Flasher looks awful
and I dare you all to drop him your card.
If you receive what I did, it will serve you
right!

Very nice range of Union Jack self
adhesive labels just on the market
obtainable in various'shapes and sizes
from Goodstrack Limited, Tarran Way,
Moreton, Wirral, Merseyside L46 4TJ,
Tel 051 677 9301. The smallest starts
at £7.50 plus VAT per 1000, which is
very good value and will look great on
your QSL cards.

Had a really nice letter in from Paul
Dunster of the Australian International
QSL ClUb, PO Box 855, Fremantle
6160, Western Australia, who thanks
you all for writing in response to the
details of his club pUblished in Breaker
5. From the club roster he sent I see a
lot of British names appearing, nice to
see Great Britain increasing in popular
ity around the World's QSL Clubs. Paul
has asked that the roster be shared
with you over here, so we will be listing
some good contacts for you from the
membership list next month. I see that
even Breaker is an honorary member.
Well done Paul, and thanks.

Well it's time to close for another
month. Thank you all for your post and
cards and I will do my utmost to get a

card back to you all but if it takes a little
time, please bear with me. We welcome
your cards and letters, and if you would
like to be on our 100% QSLers list to be
published write to: The Medicman at
187 Walton Road, East Molesey,
Surrey KT8 ODY, and we will do
the rest.

Perhaps next month we will have to
start thinking of the technical side of
QSLing, signal reports and the like, so
stay clean and we'll catch you in
Breaker 10, take care, we care.

Mike Newbold
THE MEOICMAN

Voice of Scotland International OX
Club PO Box 29 Kilmarnock
KA1 4QG Ayrshire Scotland
This club was formed by the presi
dent, 'The Ace VS 01', who saw a
demand for a local DX club in the
Scottish region, and membership has
rapidly grown to nearly 300 with
members as far away as Italy and
USA.

The object of the club is to promote
and foster all aspects of DXing be
tween people of different nations
striving for peace and friendship
worldwide through radio, and to
assist and advise upon the formation
of VS chapters, and to give club
members all the possible help and
information on DXing.

The club has a technical panel who
can advise On all aspect of DXing,
and they are in the process of
forming a 'new members' club which
will offer technicai advice and iec
tures for newcomers to SSB working.

The membership fee is £6.00 sterl
ing, which includes a VS wall certifi
cate, ID card, unit number, ten club
QSL cards, and a vast store of
information on SSB working and TVI
problems. They run a two-monthly
competition for DXers, currently from
September 1 to October 30 where
participants have to DX Iceland, Au
stria, Yugoslavia, Portugal and Sardi
nia to qualify for a prize, and a further
which will run from Novemberl Full
details will be sent with your mem
bership package.

There is also a certification
scheme whereby DXers are award.ed
White, Silver, Blue or Golden Certifi
cates for a given number of DX
contacts. Sounds a really good club,
and a must for the serioUs DXer.
Thanks to Jim Muirhead VS35 for
supplying the information.
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QSL CLUB ROUNDUP
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Red Devils International QSL·DX
Group PO Box 20
20079 S. ANGELO
LODIGIANO ITALY
This is one of the old-established and
highly respected QSL-DX clubs, now
boasting over 3500 members worl
dwide. 11 is enthusiastically run by the
clubs founder and president Roberto
Doi. The joining fee is just £3 Sterling
plus ten of your signed and dated
QSL cards, and in return you will
receive a beautiful honorarium multi
coloured diploma suitable for fram
ing, a full colour membership certifi
cate drawn by Running Bare Artists,
your own official RDI Unit Number,
ten different exchange QSL cards, a
personal wallet-size ID card. Other
clubs' Invitations and a XYL mem
bership certificate are available if
reqUired.

Also available, as extras, are club
rubber stamp (£2 Steriing), and
membership roster of members in
102 different countries. There are
also Red Devil stickers, three diffe
rent club QSL cards, including the
official five colour Red Devil cards
which can be fUlly personalised if
required for about £30 per 1000.

For enquiries only please send an
addressed envelope and an Interna
tional reply coupon, obtainable from
the Post Office...

OSll,..

PORTSMOUTH -ENGLAND

73'

lez Carroll, 225 Arnold Street, Boldon Colliery, Tyne & Wear SR31 EU.

June Newbold, 187 Wallon Road, Eesl Moleeey, Surrey KT8 ODY
Jlm Glevln, PO Box 14, Godllmlng, Surrey GU7 1PS
Bob Cardwell, 23 Ru...1I Avenue, Colwyn Bey, North Wile. lL29 7TR
PO Box, 5 Hor.hlm, Welt Su...x RH12 3SX.
Andy Grehlm, 45 Seedhlll Rosd, PII.ley, Renfrew.hlre, SCoUlnd.

LIST OF WORLDWIDE DX·QSLers
ADDRESS
PO Box 1020, S..olburg 9570, SOUTH AFRICA.
PO Box 162, 4530 AD Tern.uzen, NETHERLANDS.
49 rue Prince H.nry, H.lm.lng.IW.lferdlng',lUXEMBOURG.
H.upl.tr.... 4, 6090 R.uen!MIrg, WEST GERMANY.
63030 S.n Savlno(AP), PO Box 1, ITALY.
1612, Charolll. Wly, Kino Spring., ArIzona 85621, U.S.A.
PO Box 829, Geelong 3220, Victoria, AUSTRALIA.
Middle Sackvlll., N.w Brun.wlck, EOA 2EO, CANADA.
30 Corhlmpton Str..t, Ar.nul, Chrl.tchurch, S.I.I.nd, NEW ZEALAND.
PO Box 63, Komblt 9000, SOUTH WEST AFRICA.
Roo..v.lt.lr.... 3713, 4400 Steyr 00, AUSTRIA.
KHrlund.v'J No 12, 9000 Alilborg, DENMARK.
Uellhd.nkltu 33, F40, SF33410, T.mpare41, FINLAND.
Schlev.nbllken 9, 3171 Rotgeabuttel, WEST GERMANY.
PO Box 5983, Augu.tl, GA 30906, U.S.A.

PO Box 3695, Hlmllton, Ontlrlo L8H 7NI, CANADA.
3 P..I Close, Bllckburn, Lanc..hlre, GREAT BRITAIN.
PO Box 1966, C.petown 8000, SOUTH AFRICA.
32 McCurtlln. Villi, Cortl:, IRELAND.
PO Box 19400, Khl.t.n, KUWAIT.
42 Ru. F.Ucl., 92230 Gennevltller., FRANCE.
Brunnengasse 23, 4800 Atlnang·Puchllm, AUSTRIA.
1530 B.ron Cr.scent, Apt 203, Greenff.ld Park, Qu.bec J4V 1B6, CANADA.
35 Cadow Str..t, Frencha For.st, N.w South Wales 2086, AUSTRALIA.

GREAT BRITAIN
ENGLISH INTERNATIONAL

OX CLUB
BRITISH CONCORDE INTERNATIONAL

CSQSL
BIG BEN OX OSL CLUB
BRITISH BULLDOG INTERNATIONAL
No 1 QSLCLUB OF GREAT BRITAIN
THE SCOmSH OX OSL CLUB
VOICE OF SCOTLAND INTERNATlONAL

OX CLUB PO Box 29, Kllmarnock, Scolllnd.
EAST KENT BREAKERS OX CLUB PO Box 81, Canterbury, KentCT1 2XG
UNITED KINGDOM INTERNATIONAL

RADIO GROUP Arthur, PO Box 13, Long eaton, Nottingham NG10 18U.
CQ.AX MELTERS CLUB OF ENGLAND a,vld Nairn, 01150 Small;aln. Avenue, Clnvay I"and, e..... 5S8 8LU
YWCBA UK OX CLUB INTERNATIONAL PO Box 38, Tunbrldga Wella, KentTN2 30G.
44 QUEBEC SIERRA LIMA CLUB PO Box, Llaburn 8T28 2LT, Northern Ireland.
GOLF BRAVO 11 m OX GROUP addre.. IWIltMt
WIZARD OF Ol OX CLUB addre.. IWllted
ROAD APPLE OX CLUB U.K. Robert RA68, clo Top Ear, london Road, Eaton Socon Huntlngdon Camb•.
MUSIC CITY BREAKER CLUB NeWlown.rd., Northern Ireland, full addres. awelted.

NB: STAMPED ADDRESSED ENVELOPE SHOULD ACCOMPANY All ENQUIRIES
IRELAND

SHAMROCK IN~:~~~~OR~~i;,~,?~~ ~~~~:~~~WO~~~~SJ'Lge:g~~:~~~~C:Lt~~~UIRIES

CAll SIGN OPERATOR
SIERRA OSCAR FennllOUvlr
PINK PANTHER P.ter
lUMPI·BIBI Jeln SChock
REBLAUS 000 Fr.1
GT2 S.ndro
CRUSHER Ed Blebel
VBS 184 Doug J.nnlng.

~~~~~OWBOY ~X:o~.~~:poge
RUBBER DUCK H.n. J.K. Haccou
UMA SIERRA DELTAFrltl

~~~087 ~~Z ~I~~~~ed
KURIER 04 Helnz Ku.u.~

HIGH C M.t.nd F.ye
MIDNITE IMP Ron and Ann.

Stunden
J.Wrlght
Ann.
Eclwlrd McM.hon
Abdull.
Mlchtll Tr.mllu
Thom.. Meaner
H.rry Frem
Robin T.pp

IRONSIDE
YELLOW MONKEY
31 W018
102 AT 387
SWAGMAN150
FRANKENSTEIN
DIAMOND BOY
SWAGMAN 1469
GORGEOUS
GEORGE
LAKESIDE 974
THE SPY
3ZA91
BULLLDOG
PONY
VIKIHGBASE
1 M61
SWL·RX

George Moultn 21 Mllr. Street, Wlnglnul, NEW ZEALAND.
Jow Sk.hlll PO Box " Abbeyknockmoy, Tu.m, Co. Gllwar' IRELAND.
Lincoln Rodrlgu.. PO Box 296, 38.400- Uberllndl. MG., BRAZI .
Harry Glov.r PO Box 343, Durbllnvllle 7550, REP SOUTH AFRICA.
Bob Cardw.1I 23 Ru..ell Av.nu., Colwyn Bay, Clwyd LL29 7TR, Wal••, U.K.
H.nrl Po.tbus 632, 3300 AP Dordrec:ht, HOLLAND.
John Howsrd 63 Church Street, B.av.r M••dow., PA 18216, U.S.A.
~:b~~~r~~~':med Kal.vanpulall59 B 72, SF·28120, Pori 12, FINLAND.

Shlhab PO Box 1359, Jeddlh, SAUDI ARABIA.
Mlch••1Somer. Fran. van H.ymbMckl..n 26,2100 Dturn., BELGIUM.
Ev.1l0 PO Box 69, Chlva, V.I.ncl., Spain.
Klau. Rlngelberg Scheld.holzkehre10a, 2104 Hlmburg 92, WEST GERMANY.
JO"ph L VI.rr. Jr 414-. Koa Street, W.hlaw., HAWAII 96786.
Dalton Lewl. Black River, St. Ellzlbeth, JAMAICA.
Davld E.W. BI.t Harmony Cottage, SI. G8Org., Barbado., W.I.
Uwe Blum.natra... 9, 0 7801 R.ut., WEST GERMANY.
PI.rr. B.rch.m 59 rue d. Sanem, Sol.uvre, LUXEMBOURG.
Charl•• Butl.r 34 Hunta L.ne, St John'., N.wfoundl.nd, A1B2L3, CANADA.
Gody Box 3303, CH·3OO0 Bern. 22, SWITZERLAND.
Juan AgUlldO Mllrquea Hermlda 26·8-0, Santand.r, SPAIN.
H.na Jurg.n KampferAm SI.lnbruch 15, 0 3181 Danndorf, WEST GERMANY.
Charl•• Thawl.y 3 M.nor Lane, Brldg.ton, N.J. 08302, U.S.A.
B.rry H.b!MIrley 88 KenMdy Road, Naple" NEW ZEALAND.
K.vln Smith 31 Rldg. Slr..t, Lawaon 2783, New South W.les, AUSTRALIA.
Or Mlgu.1 Ang.1
Sanch.z S. Aptdo, Po.taI52·731, M.xlco 15, D.F. MEXICO.

RD 820 Ruben D.kanay 2901 Oranl St., Tondo, M.nlla, PHILIPPINES.
GALACTIKA Phllllppe Meeu. 37 rue Malvoz, 4280 Hannut, BELGIUM.
BD 1054 NS WI.I.nd Kohn. IIl.r.Ir.... 32, 3300 Braun.chw.lg, WEST GERMANY.
GRIJZE POSTDUIF G.rard Rooaenhoeklaan 34, 3223 BN H.II.voet.lula, NETHERLANDS.
THE ROBOT Th. W.nzllck. 3754 Papal Drlv., S.r..ot., FI. 33582, U.S.A.
JUllET CHARLlE Joe C..hln Polaron., Mooncoln, Co. Kllk.nny, IRELAND.
BORDER PATROL 1 T.x PO Box 784, Town.vlll., North Queen.llnd, AUSTRALIA.
ON 1883 Ru...n Dlck.on PO Box 2057, Dunedln, NEW ZEALAND.
YEllOW BANANA T.rry and L1nd Scotl Box 134, Fore.t, Ontarlo, NON 1JO, CANADA.
MITGLlED 001 K.H. Trlppel K.rl.tr.... 22, 5680, I..rlohn, WEST GERMANY.
ALPHA FOXTROT Ancty FI.ldlng 24, Latlm.r ROld, Norwich, Norfolk, GREAT BRITAIN.
SUPERFLAKE BASEArt.nd Glorl. R.nd.IIPO Box 957, Norwich, Conn 06360, U.S.A.

TANGO SIERRA
30 AT 727
HERKULES7
KBP07314
UNIT 3000
UNIT 1590
PUMA3
PIROL
THE SNIPE
BRAVO FOX
STVULCANO
ADRIA9
BICYCLE MAN
NA2651
THE OUTLAW
SSB2A37



RADIO AND~ ACCESSORIES

CIlA~~~L ()~~

E
~~ installation to
~ \ improve reception .

\ \ Pretuned to ac~ept DV27s
\ \ and FI RESTICK aerials.

Special £7 25
Offer _ me Post & Packing

A complete kit (52") with DV 27 aerial is only ...

£12.25· inc. Post & Packing

..
. ,.!

I

Contempol'(lfJ" Communications Lid
ARE QUANTITY BUYERS

We are Ireland's leading
suppliers of CB radio and
stock Midland, Cobra,
Craig, President, Realistic,
Colt, Ham International,
and more, and if we haven't
got it, we'll get it for you.
We are noted for our reali
able postal service and also
welcome quantity buyers.

For friendly service
and help, phone
Dr Don at 304274.
Or call to the office at CCL,
81 Eccles Street, Dublin 7.
Office hours: lOam 10 5pm.
Mon-Fri. also Sat 121100n
lo2pm.

Zachary T.
. MODEl 1002002 - 80 CHANNEl AM Base Station

RIGS A VA/LABLE FROM

SPECIAL OFFER
to Readers of
Breaker
£13.90
plus 50p
post and packing

. (quite legal to use)

Trade Enquiries
Welcome.

Accessories
Telescopic Antenna.
Earphone Jack. DC
Adaptor Jack.

FM RADIO AND
CB RECEIVER

Listen to:
• Air-PB-WB
Transmissions
• TV-FM

. Transmissions
• CB Transmissions
(channels 1 to 40)

Controls
Tuning - Squelch
Band Selector

£4.99
£25.00
£19.99

from £19.95
£24.95

49p

1st SEPTEMBER 1981

SAE FOR FREE PRICE LIST

PHONE 24 HRS.

DV27
K40
Silver Rod
Power supplies
GPZ27
PL259

12 PORTERFIELD ROAD, RENFREW
041-885-0330

AUTO SPARES &ACCESSORIES

STOCKISTS OF

K4Q

'FirestiK'
ANTENNAS

AskforGordon.

~
ELECTRONICS.;;- M.G.F. ELECTRONICS

21 FERNLEIGH ROAD
GLASGOW G43 21 JD

Telephone: 041-6376109

BREAKER 55



along with their parents to the
meetings.... The Dragon Breakers'
Association covers most of Gwynedd
so their fortnightly meets are alter
nated between various venues. Good
idea, huh? They've just raised a good
few crisp ones by holding a spon
sored 24 hour ratchet. There's chatty,
look you" .. Teams from 13 clubs in
Essex took part in a sponsored bed
push from Loughton to Southend to
raise money for the Essex Cancer
Scanner Fund. They set off in relays
of 1112 miles, each club doing the work
on their own patch, and finished off
with a custom car show and disco ...

ay attention smut fans. The ladies of
the MidKent CB Club braved our
British summer to take part in a
shortest mini skirt competition at their
cabaret night. That's what I call a
good event. Not so sure about the
one wearing V-fronts though ... My
spies assure me that the Black
smith's Arms in Epping, meeting
place of the Beech Breakers Club,
sell excellent sausage rolls. A bit on
the long side, I'm tOld. The sausage

I
line Breakers Club in Norfolk has jolly
neat writing. Thought I'd mention
it ... The kids are getting a break at
the Barley Breakers' Club in Ply·

. mouth, Devon. They've just got new
premises, where breakerettes can go

on the air in Chesterfield thanks to the
North East Derbyshire 10-4 Club.
Wheels is disabled and the club
donated all the gear. They've also
handed over £200 to Storm House, a.
charity for autistic children, and £100
to a local body scanner appeal " ..
Where would you expect the EARTH
QUAKE City Breakers' Club to live?

San Francisco perhaps? Would you
believe Rotherham? Thought nol.
'Strue though .. " Jumping for joy
departme"nt. Another club has staged
a sponsored parachute jump and I
think the Home Office should look into
the possibility that CB adles the brain.
The Steeltown Breakers fell for the
idea and dropped 2,500 feet to raise
£1,050 for the Brigg Children's
Home ... Honey B from the Coast-

vere ree transceivers stolen from a
vehicle in the town. The interesting
thing is that one set belonged to the
police and the other two belonged to
the Home Office, whose vehicle was
broken into. Tee hee .. .I've passed
your note onto Lynn, Brock, and I just
hope your wife is reading this. Liked
the joke though ...Silver Wheels is

Airwaves is mucho busy this month
so I'll chop the chat and get down to
business. Why are you lot cheering?

First a few words (lhal'lI teach you)
on the club world. While some clubs
are hitting a sticky patch - Clark
Kent, the man you love 10 ignore, has
a few thousand words on that subject
- others are going from strength to
strength and the news is flooding in.

A couple of issues back we men
tioned the National Federation of FM
Breakers in the Lowdown section
because it came to us too late for
inclusion here. Alasdair Mackay (the
REACT man), who first told us about
it, tells me he had 250 replies in the
first two weeks so don't underesti
mate the demand lor FM clubs. And
don't underestimate the pulling power
of Breaker either - if you've got
something underway, drop us a note
to the normal address: Airwaves,
Breaker, Link House, Djngwall Ave
nue, Croydon CR9 2TA.

The FM federation has been lor
mally christened the National Federa
tion of Licensed Breakers, incidental
Iy. A committee has been formed and
the ink should have dried on their
newsletter and application forms by
now so if you wrote to them the first
time around you will soon receive
something. If you missed that issue,
consider this your first written warn
ing. The address is 142 Lullerworth
Road, Nuneaton, and send a SAE if
you expect anything back.

Thanks for all the rellers and a
special thanks to those of you who
write just to say you like what we're
doing in Airwaves. I ';;...:::'r::ii:
Shame on you if you're not sending I.
us a regular copy of your newsletter
- or notes from the meetings - to
the Airwaves address. Well, that's
enough nagging, now what's been
happening? Strictly between you, me
and this rather aged typewriter" " "
Members of the Milktown Breakers in
Huddersfield (think about it) reco-



Humberside? Historically, Dixie was
what is now known as Immingham
and Dixieland in the US got its name
from the Pilgrim Fathers who left
there for America. History lesson
courtesy of Silver Bullet ... Ok, Plug.
If the Cromwell Breakers Club in
Market Deeping, Peterborough, give
free car stickers to their members,
how come you didn't send me one?
Doesn't anyone even try to use
bribery anymore? ... Members of the
Diamond Breakers Club in Steven
age, Hertfordshire, aged under 14 run
their own Junior Section. Let us know
how it's going ... The Cuckooland
Breakers Club have the use of the
Carnethy community education cen
tre - complete with snooker, pool
and table tennis tables, badminton
court, basketball pitch, soccer pitches
and a fully equipped workshop ...
Most impressed by the organisation
in the Biscuit Town Breakers Club
(from Reading, home of Huntley and
Palmer), especially the Green Paper
which sets down a code of. practice
for new members ... Must like dre~

sing up in the Alton District Breakers
Club - they've got a tramps ball, a
haloween party, a worlocks and
witches ball and a come as your
handle party in the diary for this
year. .. Hospital paging again 
keep clear of channels 2 and 24 in the
West Lothian/Fife areas ... The Wir
ral CB Association had collected
£322 at the last count to send a lillle
girl with rapidly failing sight on a
dream trip to Disney Land. The latest
total, please... Tonka, from the
Roottop Breakers Club in Notting
ham, threatened all sorts of evil things
unless we gave them a mention. I
couldn't have guaranteed an Air
waves next month so we have ...
That's the lot for another month. If
you're on a club committee and get a
bit bored during the treasurer's report,
write to us and tell us what's going on
in your area.
PS Just got a note from an FM club.
They call themselves the Pudsey FM
CB Radio Club and you can write to
them at 54 Harley Drive Swinnow,
Leeds. President is Cobra. Any
more?

rolls that is ... Got a note from the sUQgeste:d and if you got it wrong, just r:-------------------------...,
secretary of the Edinburgh Breakers' wait until you go to a rod run in J::. word of advice before you turn the page to check out the club
Club 10 say they now break on Grantham, Lincolnshire ... Back to list: It's not there. We simply didn't have the space but it'll be back,
channel 14 not 19. Make a note ... Derbyshire, and the Rolling Stones bigger than ever, next month. I would describe it as
And the newly-formed Big Top Breakers Club have raised cash to- I d' b t I'd b blBreakers Club in Grimsby (Fish wards an extension for their local encyc opae IX, u pro a y spell it wrong. So. if you want to
Town) are breaking on 25 _ until a hospital .. The Sunday Club in Oar- look up any new clubs mentioned in the news bit you'll just have to

national breaking channel is decided wen, Lancashire, were the onIYI,::-w_a:-i_t._v_e_ry,;..s_o-:r:-ry~ln:-d-:e_e_d:,:'_~_~~_~":"",,..._,,......,._,..._..,..J
on. The Crowman asked us to say breakers to take up an invitation for a
that any visitors are welcome. So we holiday over with the Manx breakers. Bad mannered Clark Kent has the work falls on the shoulders of the
have ... Keep an ear open for the And a brillolux time was had by all I been out clubbing again. But we few. And the members soon become
Boston Breakers Club if you're in the hear. So brillolux that they're going got him out on ball and sent him off tired of the same events and stop
Bournemouth area. Blue Shark you again and suggest you ring the Bar- to get the inside story on the supportinQ them. And the workers
didn't include an address for you; club tender on Ramsey (0624) 812455 Incredibly industrious Rural Break- become ttred of being the few. And
meets _ we'll use your address if you and join them in October ... If you ers Association in Folkestone. Our harsh words are exchanged at meet
give us the go ahead. OK? ... It had live in South Wales (we'll have to start master of disguise emerged from a ings. Animosity creeps in and ..
to happen. The Kent Essex Breakers doing a Welsh language edition soon) local phone box wearing a smock Awful isn't it?
sent us details of their club in verse and want to help clean up the air- and wellies. I don't think they'll let Most 01 the blame must lie with the
form. We haven't got space to repro- waves (no relalion) _ tracking down him back again. . . majority; the membership. Too many
duce it here but it sounds a good club bucket mouths and other jerks _ Has your club got problems? Apathe- people join clubs and sit back waiting
so check them out on channel ... contact SWAT, South Wales Action tic membership and unenthusiastic for the club to do something for them.
Stili in Kent, and a new club has been Teams. They're offering back-up to committee members? Are meetings Wrong. If nothing is put into the club,
formed to serve breakers around the emergency monitoring groups too. .. becoming tedious? 00 breakers nothing can be taken out. And that
Kent Estuary. Membership is limited Oixieland Breakers Club _ on South come from miles around to drink, play doesn't just mean money. It means
to 150, hence their name, the Kilo darts,' drink, buy raffle tickets and enthusiasm, ideas and support. It's
Echo 150 Club. Unde( 16s pay no drink? And is it always your round? ~o good bitching about the committee
entrance charge, which keeps down 00 not despair. You are not alone. If you can't offer alternative ideas.
the cost of a family's night out, and Some clubs up and down the country And it's unfair expecting them to set
they are getting their own section are slowly wasting away. up events if you're not going to
soon. .. Nice OSL card from the They all begin with good intentions, support them.
Gower Breakers OX Club. Keep them usually set up by a small group of I don't want to paint too black a
coming ... Black Dog wrote to tell us enthusiasts who form an organising picture. There are literally hundreds
about a club in Minehead but didn't CLWYD VALLEY committee and then invite mem- of CB clubs in the country, with new

BREAKERS ASSOCIATION bership. And members they get. By ones being formed every week, and
the thousand in some cases, and many are well-organised and busy,
almost without exception hundreds providing a complete social life for the
within the first few days. After a eager members. But others have hit
couple of meetings activities are on hard times, losing membership or
organised - treasure hunts, convoys even considering calling it a day. You
to other clubs, that sort of thing - and might have noticed the early symp
they'll be well supported. As is often toms in your club and if this is the
the case in all types of clubs, most of case, I can only suggest you act

into hiding ... The Hereward Break
ers Club phoned the office but were
put through to Custom Car. Thanks
for taking the message Clive. This
mention is instead of the fee you

tell us what they are called. Got an
address though, so write clo the Red
Lion Hotel, Minehead, where they
me~t every Sunday night. They're
settIng up a home base information
service for holiday makers, which
might .also be useful for the escape
commIttee at nearby Bullins ... Stay
off channel 22 if you're in the Abadare
area in South Wales - it clashes with
the local hospital. Thanks to the Dare
Breakers Club for the warning ... A
breath of fresh air. The Big C Club in
Carmathen, South Wales, have
bought a portable oxygen inhaler for
the local ambulance service ... Any
one OX to the Canary Islands? The
Concrete Canyon Breakers Social
Club in Bolsover, Derbyshire, have a
travel section and 50 members are
taking a 10 day trip to the Canaries
next year. They held a questions and
answers evening with a local CID
man recently, so maybe they're going



ASAP. If you're on the committee, prefer 14 (consider yourse,ves...-----------~~..r-~::::-:-:;:;iii.-l
suggest a general meeting to explain Twanged). And a monitoring group
the problem and look for solutions. If was set up by the club in June to
you're nol, have a chat with the monitor channel 9 on a rola,
committee member you think will be 18.00hrs-23.59hrs Monday to Friday,
most receptive. Recognising the and 12.00hrs-2.00hrs at the
problem is the first stage - finding weekends.
solutions isn't easy. A swap shop is held on channel 13

This month's featured club is the every Wednesday, when breakers
Rural Breakers' Association, based in can exchange anything they've got
Folkestone and typical of the indust- lying around. Ham Multimodes,
rious club. ActivIty is high - they wives, that sort of thing. As I've said,
produce a weekly newsletter to keep the newsletter is weekly to keep pace
members up to date - and if your with their busy diary and readers can
club is struggling it might give you expect a regular page three lady
some idea of what can be done. And breaker any week now. With vests,
in the meantime, drop me a line if unfortunately, unless Queen Bee
your club has problems, or solutions, changes her mind.
that you think might serve as a All new members are supplied with
warning, or be useful, to other clubs. 10 and 13 codes, monitoring informa
The Airwaves address will find me. tion, club constitution and details of

So to the Rural Breakers Associa- local breakers' handles.
tion in Folkestone, so called becuse So thaI's the RBA. You didn't
they also attract breakers from the realise there was so much in it, did
surrounding villages. It was set up you? Finally, a quick mention for a
last December by eight local break- few of the committee members.
ers, only two of whom are still on the Chairman is Crazy Jock, vice chair
committee, which was formed when man Ape Man, secretary Queen Bee
there were enough members to elect and treasurer King Midas. If you want
one. . to contact the club, drop a line to

Membership is now approaching Crazy Jock at 18 MacKenzie Drive,
1,000 and they meet every Tuesday Chenton, Folkestone, Kent.
evening in the South Coast Hotel in Even more finally, the RBA believe
Folkestone, paying £1 to join and 50p that once CB is legalised, a club will
at each meeting. And are they busy in have to offer something extra to keep

between? Said so, didn't I? ic9:o~in:g:. :w:o:rt:h~t7h~in~k~inig~a~b~O~u~I~, '~'s;n~'t:it:?~~~~::~;:::::::;t:}i:They could teach the Government
a thing or two about fund-raising and
they give away money like Richard
doesn't. They also manage to have a
Jolly Smart Tim~ while they're raising
it (thur murney, you nurty leetle
theengs). A sponsored parachute
jump isn't my idea of delight but they
seemed to enjoy it and walked away(oh all right, limped away) with £400,
which paid for a holiday for a little girl
with a terminal illness.

Money raised from a disco was
supplemented by club funds to buy a
special hearing aid for a four-year old
Folkestone boy. They also contri
buted towards a cheque for more
than £1,000 that went to the Canter
bury hospital renal unit and various
other local charities are better off after
receiving donations. Breaker journal
ists who fall over a lot don't qualify,
eVidentally.

The RBA are currently preparing
for the big time when they appear in a
film about CB being made by the local
Metro Film Unit and again they are
putting up some of the cash. This time
£300. And they're going onto vinyl.
Two members are songwriters and
the club plan to hire a recording
studio and produce 1,000 personal
ised records, funded entirely by thelJ:oJ;jr:::
£1 selling price. A sponsored clay
pigeon shoot will have been staged
by the time you read this, so that
should cut down the membership a
bit. The money raised will go to buy a
specially adapted rig for blind club
member Black Spot. A Miss RBA
competition and disco are on the
cards too and they hold regular
fishing trips and treasure hunts. They
make good use of the fact that they
live on the coast and splashed out on
a beach party last month.

Just to prove breakers can move
around without a rig the club's own
football team is challenging the locals
to friendly games and a modern
dance club is being set up for the
ladies. Or men who don't like rough
games, presumably. Like many clubs
they are taking part in the town's
carnival this year and make regular
visits to neighbouring clubs.

Folkestone breakers break on
channel 19 - except Firefly and
French Connection, who seem to



~ NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWN ~
;: :E
~ INTRODUCING ~

;: THE LA TEST IN FASHION FOR ALL CB'ers :Ew z
~ 'EYEBALL' T-SHIRTS AND SWEATSHIRTS ~
~ FROM NEW IMAGE ~

~ Be one of the fjrsllo have truly ~
~ ", original CB T-Shirts and ~
:> Sweatshirts. <;

~ Simply send us your 'Eyeball' (QSL) ~
;: "'~&AU.:f[!_ card and we wilt enlarge and :e
~ • [) reproduce it onto a top quality ~

3: (1#. T·Shirtforonly ::E
W I I,. . 1I £3.95 + 40p p&p z
~ ~ , ~ or Sweatshirt for only ~
iU £7.95 + 45p p&p. 2!
z m
;: Haven'l started swapping 'Eyeball' :e
~ cards yet? Don't worry, simply send ~
3': us your handle and a rough sketch :E
W of what you would like and we will z
~ send you 200 cards for only ~
W £9.95 + 35p p&p. 2!
Z m
;: :E
W Z
Z SPECIAL OFFER m
~ IF VDU ORDER AT-SHIRT OR SWEATSHIRT AND :EzZ 200 CARDS AT THE SAMETlME - THE POSTAGE m
3': ffi~ :E
~ TO ORDER: Print your name and address and order clearly ~
;: stating size (white only) S M L XL. :E
W z
~ Send with cheque/postal order to: ~

~ NEW IMAGE, Trading Arch 125 ~

;: (Lower Esplanade), King's Road :E
~ Brighton BN1 2FN ~
~ ALLOW 28 DAYS FOR DELIVERY ~

~ Don't forgello include your 'Eyeball' card if appropriate ~

W Z
z NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNm

B&MTRUCKINGCO

COTY CB C!NTII
112 PITFIELD STREET
LONDON N1
Telephone: 01-739 9991/9992

LONDON'S NEWEST CB
SUPERSTORE

OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK
THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL OFFERS

40 Channel FM Boards £12.00
DV 27 £ 5.00
Astro Fantom (sticks on glass) £ 8.00
Kraco Extension Speakers £ 3.95
Magnetic Mount Antenna £ 6.95
Power Mics £ 5.95
Lockable Slide Mounts : £ 3.55
Turner Signai Kicker £16.50
Triway Disguise Steel Whip £11.95
Mains/Battery AM/FM/PB/WBITV/CB Receiver £24.75

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT
Plus our usual full range of Base and Mobile Antennae, SWR Meters,
Burners, Speakers, etc. All at competitive prices.
Repairs' an"d AM 16 FM conversions. .

10% DISCOUNT TO ALL CLUB MEMBERS
(not on special offers)

10-10 TILL WE DO IT AGAIN ... BREAKER BREAKI
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

59

£1.00 Inclusive of post
and pack.lng.
Discounts for quantity.
Send cash. cheque or
postal order to:

• BWI8BTOWN BREAKE]

WIGWAM
, MEMBER. ,

R.B.J. ENGRAVING
6 THE SQUARE. CHURCH STRETTON

SHROPSHIRE. TEL: 0694 722707
for quantity prices or with BARCLAYCARD NUMBER

Make cheques payable to R.B.J. Engraving

HANDLE BADGES
Our badges are NOT flimsy black plastic but rigid
formica.type laminate in woodgrain, green or black finish.
ALL with white borders and lettering. Engraved with your
club name and handle. Strong pin on reverse with safety
catch.

";,u;a of C«Jrn.'! 11tey'V~ o/ways
tdftIt I W<1lff, J1(Jtewoltt 1tI1/~ aIftI

JiaPa,,~senplaCl",."t titpu."

~
.UA BURDEn ROAD, W1SBECH

CAMBS PE13 2PS
ONPONENn TEL: 0945 63281

TELEX 32630

ATI.AST!
A compact Walkie-Talkie with

REAL
PERFORMANCE .
Money back undertaking if this 7...,
unit c;foes not out perform any . ,.
other walkie-talkie at this price.
Some other walkie-talkies use 4 or
5 transistors in a super
regenerative circuit. Ours uses the
superheterodyne system (as used
on professional radiotelephones)
with

14 TRANSISTORS!
We have obtained ranges of up to 500yds in built-up
areas, and up to 1,300yds in open country!
(Customers report up to 1 mile range).
Exclusive 'Kojak' type siren to alert the other unit!

So send your cheque or postal order today for

£24 95 per palr,lnc.
• postage and VAT.

(Access and Barclaycard accepted by phone) to:

C.T.V.R.
64 CASTLEGATE, Oept B1,
GRANTHAM, LINCS. TEL: 0476 66869
Orders will not be despatched until 5th September, 1981.
Not licensable in UK

BREAKER



'HANDLE TAGS' Your handle handcut In real cowhide, use 8S key ring
or hang II anywhere,

~
STATE HANDLE AND COLOUR CHOICE.

;,,~...q (TAN. DARK BROWN. REO. BLUE & GREEN).
O' TERMS. MONEY WITH ORDER.

,<::< ALLOW3 WEEKS DELIVERY.
SEND TO: PETER KELLY
CRAFTMARKET
CHURCH LANE· BARNSTAPLE· NORTH DEVON

FREE! FREE! FREE! £5 WORTH OF CB
GOODS GIVEN AWAY FREE ON THIS
MONTHS CB BROCHURES! RADIO·S.
ANTENNAS. MIKES. BASE STATIONS•

. PATCHES. MAGS - WE SELL
EVERYTHING! SEND 25p STAMP
TODAY! FALCON CB, 12 NEWJNGTON
GREEN RD. LONDON N.? ,.

D.X. ELECTRONICS
Tel: SDuthpDrt (0704) 32786

HOME BASE
PACKAGE £28.95

3-5 amp 13.8v Poner·Pack
17ft Aluminium Dipole, 30ft RG58 Co·Ax

PL259 + SWR Meler
C28.95 TO CALLERS

Add £7.50 Securicor delivery

RULE BRITANNIA
Send a UniOnj'ack fl89 wilh your aSL

cards. If.z~ x 1 on stick.
50 flags - £2.50 inc p&p.

Sendchequeslpostal order to:

SPOTLIGHT PROMOTIONS LTO
43 High Str.et. Tunbrldge Wells.

Kent.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
ON AOVERTISING CONTACT

ALAN GRIFFITHS
OR GREG JACKSON

ON 01 6862599
TELEX 947709

•••••••••••••••••••••

~ s'm~\~D..BIJ ~
: We Know howtoturnYouOnl :
• WE ARE BACKED BY THE LARGEST •
• WAREHOUSES INTHE COUNTRY •
• EVERYTHING IN STOCK FITTING SERVICE •
• 37 STATION ROAD, RICKSMANSWORTH, •

HERTFORDSHIRE
• Tel: RICKMANSWORTH 70634 •
• OPEN SEVEN DAYS •
• 8.30am-7.OOpm Mon.·Sal., lO.ooam-4.oopm Sun. •

•••••••••••••••••••••

'GET YOUR EARS ON!'
CB AND TRUCKING

RECORDS AND TAPES
EXTENSIVE RANGE

Send a stamped addressed envelope to:

CB AND TRUCKING SOUNDS
10 Market Place
Hatfield, Herts.

THE GA9 Mk 111
A Three Element Beam Antenna

A truly solid aerial, proven success around the world. Will withstand
11 our beautiful English weather. and will not bend or droop.
Looks to all intent like a stereo FM Antenna, so you won't frighten
the 10-1 Natives.

Send ChequelPO to:
J & W Electronics, do 44 Claylon Slreet

Skelmersdale, Merseyside
Tel: Skelmersdale 23450

PRICES
Full Beam Antenna with rOlator £79.50
As above - including installation £120.00

(mounting pole extra - price on request)
Beam Antenna only £45.00

(Poslage & Packing £5.00 extra)
Money back guarantee if not truly satisfied!

Doubtless by now the floor beneath your bed is lillered with old bils and pieces - DV 27, power mike, that sort 01 thing - which you no longer need. Now, through the Breaker
Sueermart. you can gel rid ofthem allasl. Justfill in the form andsend itto us. we'll dothe rest. Usethe Supermartto aSL, buyorsell all for free. Unless you're alrader. in which case
we II accept you ad at 20p per word.
PLEASE USE BLOCK CAPITALS. SEND YOUR AD TO:
ALAN GRIFFITHS. BREAKER.LINK HOUSE. DINGWALL AVENUE. CROYDON CR9 2TA.

TICK BOX FOR
APPROPRIATE
HEADING

o ACCESSORIES

o WANTED

OQSL

No relponslblllty will be sccepttd by the EdItor. PubUshers, or Printers 0' BREAKER 'or the queU1y of any goods offered, bought or exchengtd through the.e columns or for failure In peymenl,
etc.• etlhough the gre.testCIIrewltl beteken to enlurelhet only bone fld. edvertl..ment, ere aecepttd. TRACE DESCRIPTIONS ACT. 1968. Plr1lcular .ttlnllon should be paId to Ihe requIrement
of tile Act governIng trade descrlpllons, especially when detalltng accurate descrlpllon. of goods offered for IIle.

Link HOUSB Magazines (Croydon) Limited, Link House, Dingwall Avenue. Croydon, CR9 2TA. Registered in England & Wales 1341560.
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NEW BfAJT(HIMJIJU '!:1Ki ·OOU)

RuSHtS I/Jro 7Wau::TS
S£O?tr KHfl2J /!
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Open Channel Telecom 63

Rag Records 60
Romford CB Centre....................................................... 6

Santa Pod Raceways 12
Shellpost Lld 16
Simply CB 60
Skylab 46
Skywave 14
Smith & Gosnold 18
Squires & Co., Roger 36
Stevens-West Lld 37
Supernational CC Show 47

WTA Electronics 36
Wheel & Deal Publications 2
Woolfe Racing, John 34

V. Air Bear 14
Albrecht Electronic GMBH 38

Anglia Components 59
Artistik Design 38

B & M Trucking 59
Beech & Sons 38
Brown Wheels, John 60

C & H Transport Services 46
. CB Centre 16
. CB Scene 14

Castlegate TV & Radio 59
Central Broadcasting Supplies 42
Central Bureau of Registration 46
Channel One CB 55
Citizens Band Radio Centre 4, 64
Contemporary Communications 55

OX Electronic Twigs 60

EAR.S 30

Falcon CB 60
Formula One 55

Globe Communications 34
Great British T-Shirt Co 27

HAC.E.S 10
Hot Rod & Custom Magazine 8

J & W Electronics 60

Jennings, Mr 59

Kelly, Peter 60

Lucky Numbers 36

MFG Electronics 55
Mid Cornwall CB Centre 30
Midland Telecom (Open Channel) 37
Midland Tuning Lld 18
Munza (Import & Dist) Lld 46

New Image 59
Northern Communications 36

------

Seems to us you've got a choice, pal. You
can buy Breaker from your local friendly
newsagent or you can buy it from us.

Your choice.
One way it costs you 80p a month, plus an

untold amount of grief every time some other
guy gets to the last copy before you.

Our way it costs you an arm and a leg. Like
£13.20 a year for the UK, £14.50 a year
overseas (surface mail), and £27 airmail.

So, if you've got more money than sense,
and really get upset at the thought of some
jerk making off with your copy of the most
wonderful magazine in the world, all you
have to do is drop us a cheque or postal
order, payable to Link House Publications.
Fill in the coupon, send the whole lot off to
Breaker Subscriptions Dept, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and
leave the rest to us.

We'll just leave you with one thought:
If you're getting a copy, make sure you're

getting a copy. Oh, what?

Dear Breaker,
Please send me a whole year's supply of your
wonderful magazine, starting with the .
issue. Naturally, I don't expect to get it for
nothing. Here's my cheque for L ..

Name .

I
I
I

........................................................................... I

••...••.•.•.•......•.•.•.•....•.........•....•••..•.•••....•.••....•..BA10 I
Link Hou.e Mege.lne. (Croydon) Ltd, Dlngwall Avenue,

L
CrOYdOn CR9 2TA. Registered In England No. 1341560.______ .J

Published by Unk House Magazines (Croydon) Ltd" on beha" 01 the proprietors Link House Publications PLC, Robert Rogers House, New Orchard, Poole, Dorset BH15 lLU.
Printed by Seqrn VaUey Press, Pontygwindy, Caerphilly, Mid Glamorgan. Wales.

I
I
I Address .

I
I





SECURE YOUR SHARE OF THE MOST
EXCITING NEW MARKET IN YEARS . ..

CITIZENS' BAND RADIO CENTRE LTD.
337 Kenton Road, Harrow,
Middlesex HA3 OXS.
Trade enquiries: 01·907 3666.
All other enquiries 01·9071106.
Telex: 291871 CBRAD G

So whatever you're planning In CB
... becoming a distributor, a retailer, or
simply adding CB products to your
existing lines ..• grow with us, Secure
your share 01 this valuable market now.

••
CITIZENS' BAND

m®@]o® ~®lli)~[?® [1~@]o
Britain'S foremost CB specialists

Here is our six-point policy:
1) To carry the largest stock 01 CB
equipment and accessories fn the country.
2) To deliver orders express anywhere
within the U.K. mainland.
3) To provide free technical and product
advice to our customers, especially those
who are new to the field.
4) To seek out the very latest quality CB
products. If it's new you'll find It first at
CBRC limited.
5) To offer our 6().pagelully·lllustrated
catalogue to make ordering easy and let you
Ht what you're buying.
8) To-pass on to our customers the benefits
of our flexible & economic buying methods.
This means highly competitive prices at all
times without sacrificing standards.

You may well have considered venturing
into the CB business but wondered about
finding a reliable source of supply and the
initial help to get started.

The Government has spent the past
twelve months struggling with the whys and
wherefores of CB. However, at Citizens'
Band Radio Centre we haven't been
standing idle, waiting to see what would
happen next.

Instead, anticipating the good news, we
have built up a thriving business as direct
Importers of equipment and accessories.
CBRe Limited Is now an established name
amongst the world's leading manufacturers.

( ,a
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